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New director aims to make Museum a
"m<eltingpotf or vite
By JON
SILBERSTEIN-LOEB
EDITOR EM CHIEF

JON SILBERSTEIN-LOEB

|TGR IN CHIEF

IA sexu al assault complaint was
|d early in the morning on Aug.
I just after COOT leaders had
lived on campus. The Office of
purity. has turned the case over
Police
Waterville
P the
II
[At 3:50 a.m. Security Of f icer
^ug Mathew rep or ted to a call
om a female student. After
porting the incident to the Office
: Security, th e case was turned
ret to the Water ville Police
epartment, Director of Security
;te Chenevert said.
ff "Alcohol was involved/
Khenevert said. "It is not a case of
gross sexual assault, but a sexu al
Issault allegedly took place."
1 The female student has pressed
charges against a male Colby stupent. Although the investigation
pas been turned over to the police
dep artment, Colby will still hold
its own hearing on the case,
(Chenevert added.
The police, are still talking with
witnesses and the accused student, Detective Allen Maines said.
Once the inyestigation is complete, the. case will be for warded
Ito the district attorney's office.

. WALLS:

Sol LeWitt's "Seven
Walls," cause f o r
: conversation.

Hugh Gourley's 37year tenure as . Carolyn
M. Muzzy Museum
Director of the . Colby
College Museum of Art
has been very successful.
The Museum has grown
from a two-room gallery
to the largest museum in
Maines acquired hundreds of works of art and
recently obtained monumental sculptures of
international importance
from Richard Serra and
Sol LeWitt.
Gourley's decision to
retire this summer signals the end of an era,
one which f ocu sed on
creating the Museum.
.
PHOTO COURTESYOF COLBYMAGAZINE
Now that the facilities
h
Gouriey,
former Diredtor of Colby
Hug
are in place, Gourley's
Museum
of
Art.
Daniel
successor,
Rosenfeld, former proGouriey plans to move back to
fessor at the Pennsylvania Academy
of Fine Arts, along with the College Providence, RI, where he was born,
college at Brown
will try to better integrate the muse- attended
University and worked as curator at
um into College academics.
Gouriey arrived at the museum in the RISD Museum of Art.
Gouriey has not yet spoken with
1966 from the Museum of Art at the
Rhode Island School of Design. A Rosenfeld, bu t believes the Museum
few years before Gouriey arrived, should continue to focus on collectthe College was hosting exhibitions ing contemporary art.
"Waterville is remote, and conin Foss Dining Hall, Gouriey said.
"I saw it as a challenge," Gouriey temporary art gives people an idea
said of the position as Colby, s. first of what is being in dbhe"'in New York
full-time museum director, "It was a and so forth. Ifs not otherwise available in Maine. It lets students see
young, new museum."
Unwilling to take much credit for whaf s being done," Gouriey said.
Rosenfeld also wants to keep the
himself, Gouriey explains the
Museum's tremendous growth as a Museum a "very progressive place."
"I very much hope the Museum
result of interested benefactors such
as the Jette, Davis arid Schupf fami- continues to exhibit and collect contemporary art and not just be prelies.
"It has been through their interest dictable. We should have a diverse
in the museum that it was able to program of historical, modern and
grow. I've been very lucky. I got to contemporary art and expose stuwork with a great group of people. A dents to things that are happening
small but loyal group," Gouriey said. currently," Rosenfeld said.
Rosenfeld aspires to educate
"The excellence of the Museum,"
Colby College President William D. Colby students and community
Adams told the Colby Magazin e, "is members about art by making the
due primarily to Hugh and his extra- Museum "a place where things are
ordinary tenure. Virtually every- happening and where people are
thing it has become is because ot
C6ntinued on Page 3
him."

By KATE RUSSO
NEWS EDITOR
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Kyawswar Win '05 remembered Sudanese activist elected

I

?*

Tlte new Director of Colby Museum of Art, Danie l Rosenfeld.

¦

I

After Kyawswar Win '05 died in
late May in a boating accident on
Messalonskee Lake, students, professors and mentors, who were well
acquainted with him, were eager to
share their memories and thoughts,
A memorial service was held on
June 20, where those closest to Win
apoke to the community and his
f amily about hie time at Colby. The
College brought Win's fa th er, brother, cousin and family friends to the
service.
Win was an active member of the
Colby community, He was a member of the Colby Golf Club and a
k ey planner in the Colby Recycle
Everything Save Colby's. Useless
Excess, project,
Ab n student Win was exceptional. I-jto achieved a 4.1 GPAln his first
semester at Colby. At the end of his
first year, he declared a double
major in physics and mom.
"Kyawswar was ono of the
smartest physics students I have
ever hod," Associate Professor and
Cbojr of the Physics nnd Astronomy
departments Robert Bluhni said,
"He was in two of my classes last
year nnd got on A•)• In both of them,
I was am azed nt how advanced his
think ing ' wns, Ho liked to do the
hardest problems in iho book/ ones
I ha d not even assigned, I was vary
much look ing forwa rd to having
Kynwswnr as a sludont for the noxt
threo yam,"
Coming to Colby is not onsy for
internation al students, b ut Win
'
,

.
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the History Department Raffael
embraced the challenge ,
Scheck
also remembered Win.
service
s
memorial
At Win'
"Kyawswar . Win was an
Associate Dean of International
Affairs Sue LaFleur spoke about her extremely gifted and amicabl e stuearly com munications with Win as dent. He had a kind of wisdom
about all things human and a gentle
a Colby applicant,
"He always addressed me as humor that did not spare his own
Scheck
person,"
'Dear Mam' and
said.
signed himself as
Win also touched
'Kyawswar Win of
many students,
M y an m a r ', "
"He wos always
LaFleur became a
there for his friend s,
close mentor to Win,
whether
hel ping
She described Win
them with school
as an open-minded
work , or making
and eager studont,
(hem laugh, He
"He always wanted
always had n smile
to do nnd try what
on his face, and I
everyone else wantalways felt happier
ed to do," she sold,
spending timo with
Win overcame
obstacles to become
photo courtesy op susan h im, Kynwswnr 's
J-AFU2UR devotion to the peoo Colby student, Ho
ple around him and
taugh t himself how Kynwawf ir Witt
his hard work will
to spenk English
and, as Vice President for Student always he on inspiration to me,"
Afmirs nnd Dean of Students 'Janice Amanda ReslcJI '05 said,
JCnssmnri said, mode the decision to
Wn was "willing to help nnytime of the day, given his love nnd
apply to Colby by himself,
Whoa Win arrived on campus , open-minded nature," Charles Data
j
ho umped into Colby's extracurri c- '04, said,
Win was buried in Wntorvillo
ular activities by becoming n member of tho Golf club, despite not because ho wos happy hero,
owning my clubs or golf attire, Knssmnn said, Jn the JJuddhist
Coach James Torlorolin said nt fni fli , individuals aro buried where
they nr o happiest and it is believed
Win 's memorial service ,
Torlorolln told tho story of.Wi n's llml If they load a good Hfo (hey will
fi rs t dny on the courij o, Win wore bo reincarnated Into a bolter one,
snookers nnd a T-shirt ¦nnd played "His spiri t lives on in noma f orm, as
with , borrowed clubs, "Ho stopped he wns n vnluod and lovod Individup to iho , too nnd swung, unci wo uni," Knssmnn sriid.
thought 'wow, lie's not loo ba d, '"
Associate Professor and Chair of

to be 2002 Oak Fellow

By JON SILBERSTEIN-LOEB
EDITOR IN CHIEF
A 54-year-old child rig hts
activist from Sudan has been chosen as the 2002 Oak Human Rights
Fellow by the Oak Institute for the
Study of International Human
Rights at Colby College ,
Dr. Ushnri Ahmad Mnhmud
Khalil , will arrive at Colby on
September J and will remain on
campus for the fall semester. He
could not be reached for comment
for this article,
Mnhmud has worked to document nnd protest human rights
abuses in Sudan for the past ¦ 15
years, nccordfng to a Colby press
release , According to Colby,
Mnhmud hns been held in detention for two years nnd banned
from trav el for seven. Ho is
defamed in Sudanese medio and
at tacked by government ministers
an d officials for his work,
For th o post six years, Mnhmu d
hns worked vyith UNICRF for the
protection of childre n in ({ovornmenl nnd robol-controllod nroas
nnd in ' the UNICRP Eastern nnd
Southern Afrlcn Regional Office In

Nnirobi,

"Wo nro lookin g forwnrd wilh
gront nntieipnlj on to his nrrlvnl/'
Anthropology Prof essor nnd director of iho? Qnl. Instllulo nl Colby
Mnry Dot) . Mills- '
Mills snid tho Inslltulo wont

through 63 comp leted app lications
befo re choosing Mnhmud ns this
year 's fellow. In the end , it was
between Mnhmud nnd a Kenyan
journalist living in exile in South
Africa . ' ,
Mills said the decision process
was particularly difficult this year.
"All the candidates were
deserving, Anyone of thorn would
have made an excellent Oak
?
Fellow," she snid.
A report co-nulhorcd by
Mnhmud in 1987 that exposed n
massacre of 1,500 African Dinkns
by on Arab Muslim group allied
with' the Sudanese government
and a revival of slavery practices in
the region made Mnhmud famous,
ond nn attractive! candidat e for the
fellowship.
In 1 990 Mnhm ud received a
Human Rights Watch Monitor
Award for j ntornnti pnnl recognition of his bunion rights record,
Wh ile at Colby, Mnhmud will be
spending much of his time reflectin g on Ills work. Mill s snid
Mnhmu d hns half a do/on projects
in the works thnt he wants lo finish,
Mnhmu d will nlso give o neirics
of lectures, The lecture so. los will
focus on topics re In tod to
Mnbmud's nrons of oxpoi'llso In
Internal)*/ dlsplncod p ersons nnd
childr en in mined conflict with n
Continued on Pngo D
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New multicultural
affairs position created
!By JON SILBERSTEIN-LOEB
[EDITOR IN CHIEF

'
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wa
l
s imp ressed
i^y
that the College
made a f ulldime p osition. They 're p utting
their money where
their mouth is. <•» *»
— Bernadette Buchanan

Coordinator of
Multicultural Programs

schools to Colby. Tlie first "Posse," a
group of 10 students from New York
City, will enroll with the Class of '06,
Kassman said.
Tlie Posse Foundation requires
colleges to have a program supervisor on campus, Colby College
President William D. Adams said.
"The program needed more mus-

By KATE RUSSO

NEWS EDITOR

' .

?The Mary Low, Coffeehouse has
irely redesigned and refurbeen, ent
bished, is far less shadowy and lit
like a. Stiarbuciks. "I think that Colby
students wanted to see the
Coffeehouse be more accessible—the
renovations and improvements will
allow for both consistent hours and
availability,"
food/beverage
Assistant Director of Student
Activities and overseer of tihe renovations Leanne Yeatpn Burnham
said.
Diego Puig '05, a regular customer at the Coffeehouse, said,
"Basically, they wanted to make it
more appealing to everybody on
campus and not just the few regu-r
lars...they wanted to make the coffee
¦
shop motereliable."
The Coffeehouse has been
designed to cater to a larger number
df customers in a more predictable
time frame.
Major changes to the Coffeehouse
include a counter that will serve a
wider variety of food and beverages,
new furniture, a second entrance on
the right side and newly painted
walls. There is also a new sound and
light
ing system for performances.
The size of the Coffeehouse has
been greatly increased by installing
two sets of double doors that allow
"spill over" into the Mary Low
lounge.
During the fall and spring the

¦¦;* ¦
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The newly renovated Coffeehouse in Ma ry Low Commons,
Coffeehouse will have outside seating in the new courtyard.
It will have weekly hours but
they will not be kept as rigorously as
in the Spa.
"One Sodexho employee will
oversee the food service aspect of
the Coffeehouse. The student
Coffeehouse operations manager
will work with Sodexho to coordinate volunteers-—you will see stu-

dent faces behind the counter when
you purchase your latte," Burnham
said. The Coffeehouse will use Organic
& Shade-Grown coffees and still provide baked goods. Although there is
an oven, the new Coffeehouse does
not have a stove.
Safety regulations prohibit. Colby
from putting a stove in a dorm without purchasing a hood to go over it

^m
"The expense of the hood woi
have prevented us from purchas
other things we are really exci
about, like the sound and light
systems," Burnham said.
"Overall, I'd have to say that .
Coffeehouse has a warmer and mc
cozy feel to it now," Burnham saic
The grand opening of t
Coffeehouse is Friday, Sept. 6.

Cofitiy administrato rs bike across U.S.A
From Oregon to Maine , Johnston and
f riends bike the Lewis and Clark Trail

i

i The College has hired Bernadette
(Buchanan to serve as the coordinaiItor of multicultural student protgrams and support. Buchanan will
lassist
Associate
Dean
of
.International Affairs Sue LaFleur
land Associate Dean of Intercultural
[Affairs Jeri Roseboro as well as
[supervise the Leadership Education
'Advisory Program (LEAP), ALANA
students and the Posse program.
Buchanan's position is a product
of the Strategic Plan for Colby. Part
of the Strategic Plan is to create a
diverse community, Vice President
',for Student Affairs and Dean of
[Students Janice Kassman said. v
| An increase in the number of
[international and ALANA students
;and the creation of the Posse pro¦gram has necessitated the new posiition, Kassman said,
i One of the 34 initiatives in the
'"Enhancing Diversity" section of the
(Stra tegic Plan proposes join ing with
ithe Posse Foundation to bring students from urban public high

Coffeehouse gets makeover and prof essional look 1

By EMMA McCANDLESS
FEATURES EDITOR
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Bernadette Buchanan

cle," Adams said, "and we wanted
to augment the power of the
International Students Office."
Since Buchanan arrived on campus in July,- she has been trying to
familiarize herself with Colby and
diversity issues the College is facing.
To do so, Buchanan has read the
Strategic Plan and the "Demands
Submitted to the Trustees of Colby
College," presented by the Coalition
for Institutional Accountability last
spring.
Buchanan said she was not in
favor of multicultural housing, but
thought the demands submitted by
the coalition were important.
Buchanan has also been spending
time with students and eating at the
dining halls and is a faculty resident
in East Quad.
"I was impressed that the College
made a full-time position. They're
putt ing their money where their
mouth is," she said.
Before coming to
Colby,
Buchanan worked in a student
retention program at Washington
State University where she received
her bachelor's degree in social studies education and her masters
degree in education administration,
Buchanan said she Was inspired
to be an educator by her mother
who is working to become a school
principal,
Buchanan aspires to become a
college president and is not sure
about her long-term plans.

"It was like riding a bike," said
Associate Dean of Students for
Housing Paul Johnston of his 3365mile bike trip across the country
from the Pacific Ocean to Portland,
Maine.
After a quick swim in the Pacific,
Johnston along with Director of
Admissions Steve Thomas and two
friends Donny Allison and Dalton
Winslow set out from Astoria, Ore.
on May 27. Johnston arrived in
Portland, Maine on July 8.
The group began by tracing
approximately 800 miles of the
Lewis and Clark Trail.
started
at
Cape
"We
Disappointment," Thomas said,
"which was rather fitting, b ecause
it snowed on us."
The idea originated with
Thomas, who w as looking for a
wayi to celebrate a landmark birthday this year.
"I always like to do something
on my birthday and I came up with
the idea for a cross-country bike
trip," Thomas said,
Thomas did the initial planning
for the trip. "I sort of knew what the
deal was/' he said, "I would search
the internet and find Web pages
and itineraries to send to Donny
and Paul and Dalton."
The travelers used Johnston's
laptop to keep in touch with friends
and family back home as well as the
friends, people they met on the trip,
They encountered all types of
people, from a group of high school
students on a year-end field trip to
kindly proprietors • in small-town
restaurants ,
"Everybody was bo nice,"
Thomas said , "Every day was an
adventure because you never knew
what was going to happen, what
people would come Into your life,"
One such adventure took place

in Checkerboard, Mont, when the
group stayed at an establishment
called the Checkerboard Inn.
"It was probably the worst place
we stayed," Thomas said. "When
we stopped for lunch on our way
there, a woman warned us, 'Don't
be thinking ifs an inn.' She said it
was just a group of cabins, so I had
a very romantic image in my
mind."
The cabins turned out to be
"more like shacks" according to
Thomas. "It was pretty bad," he
said, but laughed off the experience

we

started
out at Cape
Disapp ointment ,
which was rather f itting, because it
snowed on us. Jp JP
^f - V"

— Steve Thomas
Director of Admissions

as j ust one of many memorable
moments.
Thomas kept in touch with
A d missi ons Off i ce staff , who
tracked his progress on a map posted in Lunder House. Staff in the
Dean of Students Off ice charted
Johnston's progress.
Johnston was the only member
of the group who hiked the whole
way to Maine, Allison and Winslow
stopped at their homes in New
Hampshire and Massachusetts
respectively and Thomas decided
to return to his famil y in Maine
early,
"I have a very unfinished feeling about the trip," Thomas said, "I
want to go back and finish it."

__

PHOTO COUKTUSY OP PAUL JOHNSTON;

Dean of Homing Paul J ohnston and Dire ctor of Admissions Steve ,'
'
\
Thomas on the trail in Missoula, Mont,

Colby RESCUE helps recycle leftovers
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MANAGING EDITOR

Colby Recycle Everything Save
Colby 's Usable Excess worked
during tho summer restoring
Items recovered from students at
tho ond of last spring, Tho new
organization distributed some of
tho goods to chari ty and sold the
rest buck to students , at yard solos
on Aug, 27 and Sept, 3,
Plroctor of Acquisition*} and
tho Initial Impetus for the program
Clniro.Erontnlckl sold, "it's always
l»Mgg fid mo in the spring to soo iho
stuff that gots thrown out, "
Pitting hor 10 yoars ot Colby,
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Office
Sup ervisor Allen J.nPnn collected
clothing n nd donated it to local
charities, but ; ',.. lot of It was wha t'
ovor you could grab," Prontn lcki
im» m iw iov. nuow. W. nom
M«iMO(M>. yww.oi/ii*nioiir
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said, She also sold most of the loftover objects ended up in the trash ,
Last fall, Prontnlcki sent an emoll to Colby activists for help,
Tennessee Watson '03 brought
Pump & Run, Inc. to Prontni cki's
attention.
Pump & Run, Inc. Is on organisation l'hat helps colleges around
the country efficiently dispose oi
students' leftovers,
Tlio company sells schools its
name nnd sends thorn Information
on bow to organize yard sales, In
the Pump &t Run, Inc, system,
local charities send volunteers to
help run the solo and ,thon all the
part icipating charities split the
proceeds, Hates uses this system,
the
contacted
Pwntnicki
u
Gro
p,
Advisory
Environmental
which formed a sub-committe e to
address tho issue , The committee
decided Pump & Run , Inc , was
not a good fit for Colby,
"It made it more complicated
than it noodod lo bo," Prontnlcki

said. "Wc had
alread y,"

Homo solutionsi

the main goal
££
*® of the p rogram
was to get things out
of the waste '
^
*P ™
stream ,
— Patricia Murph y
Physical PJnnl Director
, Accor ding to Physical pinnl
Plroctor nnd JJAG momboj •
Patricia Murphy, Pump & Run,
inc, wns too expensive , Colby RHSCUi. was formed to collect,,
clean nnd distribut e tho Uomi"i
donntod by students, hnrgoi •
items, such ns futons, couches,i
chairs mid clothes were donntod toi
local cbnritlus ,
"Thoro wan too much for onei

charily to handle , We tried to find*
out what peop le wanted, some!
places onl y want ed certain !
things," Murphy said,
J
Tho medium items such as pic-;
lure frames, refrigerators and'
printers wero stored during the)
summer mid then sold to students'
>
at the yard sales.
"The main goal of the progra m;
wos to get things out of tho woskJ
stream," Murphy said ,
''
Colby RnSCUlI only noodod id
raise enough money to cover th o;
costs of supplies and rent for the
summer, so prices at tho ynj d sale,
wore low. Refrigerators,' for exam-'
p|o, woro sold for 'I'lR ,
\
"Our biggest worry was how!
tho yard sr»)« would go," Murphy;
said, After iho vast turnout , she'
doomed Colby RIJSCUE a success^
"I'm ronllv hoping that we'll do \i
again, I think everyone 's benefit- !
ed, "
;i
'
,

Class of 2006 begins promising Colby career
fey EMMA McCANDLESS

"One of you has grandparents
who ran the Colby snack bar, our
Spa," he said. "One of. you is the
grandgreat-great-great-great
Colby,
for
hter
of
Gardener
daug
whom our College is named."
College
President
.Colb y
William D. Adams spoke at the
assembly. He offered his advice
and thoughts about life at Colby.
"You are moving from the
Colby of your imagination, of the
view books and catalogs, to the
Colby that is reality," Adams said.
Adams likened Colby to "a city
on a hill" and told the class they
could look forward to life in a
lively and diverse community.
"Think about the people you
are in such close contact with and
the differences and diversity you
bring to each others' lives," he
said. "The differences here are as
vital and likely as the sameness."
Colby is "a place of predictable
and inevitable tensions," Adams
said. "This is the stuff of college
life. This is what it's about."
Adams concluded by welcoming the class of 2006 to Colby and
encouraging them to take advantage of the opportunities they will
encounter here.
"Engage this place in every
way you can," he said. "Stretch
yourselves."

'FEATURES EDITOR

•* They come from as nearby as
Rockland, Maine and as . far away
[as India arid China. They have
jbeen class presidents, valedictorians , community leaders and
world travelers. They have per•formed at Carnegie Hall and skated on nationally ranked ice hockley teams. They are the Colby
'College Class of 2006.
'- The class of '06 arrived on Aug.
$7 for COOT and departed the
¦next morning on 51 different trips.
•They returned to campus on Aug.
'31 to begin on-campus orienta¦ - ¦
' .
tion.
S At the 185th Assembly for firstyears on Sept. 3, Director of
¦Admissions Steve Thomas presented 474 first-year students to
administrators and faculty.
"You are unquestionably the
most multicultural and diverse
class ever to enter Colby," Thomas
said in the address he presented
on behalf of Dean of Admissions
and
Financial
Aid
Parker
Beverage, who was unable to
attend the assembly. "Each and
every one of you brings something unique to Colby."
Thomas noted that many members of the freshman class have
long-standing family ties to Colby.
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'Construction crews work on renovations to J ohnson hall.
3By KATE RUSSO

,"NEWS EDITOR

** Mary Low and Johnson residence
Jialls were renovated this summer as
'p art of the ongoing project to
improve campus dormitories. Many
¦pf the changes that needed to be
made, particularly to Johnson, were
Ifor residents with disabilities.
*- Residence halls are now required
£o have a handicap entrance that
••does not require climbing stairs. Iri
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tWillflie lioicT "Sunday, Sept. 8,
sjtfirting at 12 a.m. off of Oak
^eeVin Oakland.
^ijln tho past, 150 to 175 trucks
have raced down the 200 footlong pit of brown clay and mud
to win cash prizes nnd pride,
according to event organizer
Shawn Stevens.
It costs $10 to get into the
mud meet. Hamburger s, hot
dogs and hot sandwiches will
be served,
For directions or more information call .(207) .65-8250.

Johnson the first floor quad closest
to Miller Library was removed to
create a level entrance and an elevator was installed.
"The dorm now has a lounge that
can fit a major ity of its residents at
once, about 75 percent," Associate
Dean of Housing Paul Johnston said.
The lounge sticks out into
Roberts Row, giving the building a
distinctly different look from Averill
residence hall, its former twin. Off
the lounge, a kitchen and a stud y

inclined to go."
Rosenfeld does not want the
Museum to be a "hermetic enterprise," but to "go beyond the narrow confines of the art world," he
said.
"The Museum is a really great
resource for people in the state of
Maine, It should be a resource for
Colby,but not at the expense of getting people from the community
and not just adults but school children, "
When Rosenfeld arrives on campus, ho will begin scorching lo fill
the new museum curator position
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President William D. Adams.addresses the Class of 2006.

room were added.
Four two-room triples were created and the number of singles was
reduced, allowing the doubles to be
larger.The rooms at the ends of each
hallway, which were formerly
quads, are now three-room triples.
The shower in the basement suite
was redone and the basement is now
equipped with a bike room to reduce
the number of bikes stored near the
stairwell.
The renovations of the dorm
went smoothly,Johnston said.
The largest changes to Mary Low
were made on the first floor in the
Annex suite and in the Co-op. The
Annex was changed from two doubles and two singles to one double
and four singles, plus the addition of
a common room. The Co-op was
given an entirely new kitchen on the
porch-side of the dorm, facing
Mayflower Hill. Many of the other
rooms were also redone.
Other changes made to Mary
Low were the addition of a suite on
the second floor, renovations to the
basement's laundry room, kitchen
and offices and the elimination of
the fire escapes due to the renovation of the stairwells. A ramp was
also added to the front of the dorm
for easier wheelchair access.
"The dorm came together really
well I believe it was even finished a
day or two earl y," Johnston said.

endowed by the Davis Family.
Rosenfeld said he is looking for
someone who specializes in
American art as a reflection of the
Museum's collection, but also
knows modern and contemporary
art,
"We were looking for a lively
connection between the Museum
and the curriculum and we wanted
someone with a strong academic
background," Adams said.
"We are fortunate," Adams told
the Office of Communications, "that
we have in Dan Rosenfeld someone
who can carry on Hugh's legacy oi
excellence. His dedication to higher
education makes this appointment a
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The Colb y Card had a
makeover during the summer that
gives' it a sleeker look, but the
more drastic changes to the card
are not visible ones. Instead, they
are changes in the card's process
^
ing.
The Colby Card used to be purchased from and processed by
recently
Cybermark, which
stopped making smart cards for
educational institutions. The company's change prompted the
College to think of new ways to
provide card service to students.
"Last spring ive hegan to sense
a change in Cybermark," Colby
Card Manager William Pottle
said, "so we started to look into
processing the cards on campus."
During the summer, Colb y
purchased the software needed to
provide and process Colby Card
accounts on campus." With the
new software Colby is able to
process the smart chips independently.
On-campus processing
is
cheaper.
"It costs less for the College to
do it this way," Pottle said. "The
card cost itself is even a little
less."
By doing the account processing on campus, the College has
more control over how students
can use the cards. The Colby Card
Office is looking at an account-tocard funct ion that would allow
students to transfer money from

their bank accounts onto their

card when needed.
Stu d ents could put a s much
money as they want in the
a ccount , but only have $10 on the

card at a time. If the card is lost
students would lose the $10 but
the money in the account would
' '
be safe,
The account-to-card system
could be put Into effect in six
months to a year, Pottle - said,
Pottle plans to do some student
surveys to get input on the idea,
but for now, the new card s will
work the some as the old.
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RAAHMUD s Oak Fellow to lecture at Colby this f all.

COURTESY OF COMMUNICATIONS

Oak Fellow Dr. Ushari Ahmad Mahmud and his da ughter, Zawan.
Continued from page 1particular focus on the human
rights crisis in Sudan.
The first lecture of the scries is
set for Thursday, September 12 at
7:30 p.m. The titl e of the lecture
will be "Taunting Danger: The Joy
and Tribulation of Defending
Human Rights in Sudan. "
In conjunction with the lecture
series, Mahmud will meet with
students on a weekly basis in small
discussion groups to talk about his
lectures nnd other human rights
issues. Mahmud received his Ph.D.
from
sociolinguistics in
Georgetown University in 1979
and for the next 10 years served as
professor of linguistics ot the
University of Khartoum in Sudan.
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Since the late 1980s he has devoted
his time to human rights work.
Mahmud will be joined at Colby by
his 6-year-old daughter, Zawan.
Mahmud is the fifth Oak
Human Rights Fellow. Previous
fellows include human rights
activists, who focused on child
laborers in Pakistan, civil society ip
the Democratic Republic of Congo,
indi genous and peasant groups "in
Colombia and women and children war victims in Kosovo.
To loam more about the Oak
Institute ond to get n complete
schedule of upcoming lectures ,,
visit
its
Web
sltej
(www.colby.edu/oak).
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COOT LEADERS WELCOME THE CLASS OF;'OS
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College hires institutional
researcher assessment
By JON SILBERSTEEN-LOEB
EDITOR IN CHIEF

JON SILBERSTEIN-LOEB/THE COLBY ECHO

Dressed up an d d ecked out, COOT Headers greeted first -year
stud ents th e night they arri ved.Many first-years seemed blown
away an d slightly intimidated at first.This year 's outdoor com-

pon ent of COOT 2was a success. Six ofthe 473 first-year students were unable to participate in COOT2. There were 51
COOT Igroups and 104 upperclass leaders. The only serious
injury on COOT2 this y ear was a lacerated shin that required
¦i

stitches. Afew other students had to return due to injuries sustained before COOT began. Two thru-hikes, Naham ak anta an d
Stratton Brook, were added to the COOT Iprogram. The trail
bikingCOOT became a base camp trip with a day of trail biking,
a day of hiking and a day of canoeing.
The on-campus orientation component of COOT also went off
without a hitch.
¦¦iiiiiiMiiiiwiiiiBi
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Diversity training added to orientation
program, met with COOT2 leaders
for two days of training and.extended the diversity program to include
As part of the annual whirlwind all members of the incoming class.
Before first-year students arrived ,
of Colby orientation activities, firstyear students participated in a morn- Greene worked with COOT2 leaders
ing-long rap session about diversity, to compose a list, of possible activicommunity and campus climate at ties for the diversity program.
Colby. The program aimed to show Activities included a drawing exerfirst-year students the role they play cise to expose cultural stereotypes
and a variety of dialogues on priviin affecting campus values.
Administration and students lege. The leaders drew from the lists
were optimistic about the diversity when working in small groups on
program directed by Loel Greene of Sunday Sept. 1.
First-year students met their
Brown University. Greene, who
works on diversity and community COOT2 groups in Page Commons.
understanding throughout the coun- Director of Student Activities Lisa
try, came to Colby for the first time Hallen and Greene introduced the
last year to meet with COOT2 leaders diversity program. Josh Garfein '03
for one day of diversity training.
and Julia Steele '03 spoke about the
This year, Greene expanding the program's importance and the role
By Erin Hanrahan
STAFF WRITER

incoming students play in creating
social change at Colby.
At the end of the morning session,
first-year students created a quilt.
Each COOT2 group was . given a
square to express its dedication to
understanding and appreciating
diversity at Colby.
First-year student participation
"exceeded all expectations," Hallen
said at the close of Sunday's activities.
Assistant Professor of American
Studies Margaret McFadden praised
the COOT2 diversity program, telling
COOT2 leaders to look for the longterm effects of diversity training.
"This place is changing, and the
students are the change agents,"
McFadden said.

Always wanted to be a positive role-model?
Here 's your chance!
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Mar k A.Freeman
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liberal arts education and whether it
meets the 10 academic precepts of
;•
the College, Yasinski said.
to
determine
Surveys intended
students' views and social practices
during the week and weekend may
be used to develop the new student 4
'• ,
center, Yasinski said.
Freeman will also be involved in
government accreditation assessC
ment.
Freeman said he left Drew for
Colby because he wanted to do more
research and applied statistics.
. "I still enjoy teaching, but I like
research," Freeman said.
*x .
Freeman graduated from Bates in A
1992 and earned a Ph.D. in social .
psychology at Temple University.
His off ice is on the third floor o'f •
' Eustis.

College makes minor change to seal

By EMMA McCANDLESS

official insignia was made over a
year ago and has been an ongoing
process.
Collins, noted that many colleges
Returning students may have
noticed a new look to official Colby change their graphic identity from
stationery and letterheads or per- time to time and observed that
haps not. The College seal and logo Colby's had not been updated since
have undergone a minor change but the mid 1980's. "That was the first
the cost and effort to change it were seal that had 'Colby College' written
in English," he said.
significant.
"If you look at what Colby's been
Developing the new seal and
logos cost Colby approximately up to recently, there's been a lot of
talk about strategic planning,"
$60,000.
"This new logo should last for the Collins said. "So it was a great time
next . 10 or 20 years. So it's a really to look at Colby's graphic identity
good investment," Director of and see what we could do to update
Communications Stephen Collins it."
The College hired Corey,
said.
The decision to update Colby's McPherson and Nash from
Watertown, Mass.
to make
the
change. A team of
graphifc designers
from the firm was
on campus last
fall, visiting classes and talking to
students, faculty
Colby's former seal, and administrators
left, and the new logo in order to get a
above.
sense of what Colby
is like.
"They're a really top-notch firm,"
Collins said of the group. "One of
the best."
Describing
the
difference
FEATURES EDITOR

In town
Become;d^
Just 2 houra^^

Mark A. Freeman has been hired
as Colby's first Director of
Institutional Research, filling an
existing administrative staffing slot.
Freeman arrived in June, after his
duties as assistant professor of psychology and director of the interdisciplinary major in behavioral science
at Drew University were finished.
Freeman's p osition is' an outgrowth of the Strategic Plan and an
attempt to consolidate information
for self-assessment, Administrative
Vice President Arnie Yasinski said.
Freeman will consolidate and
extend Colby's institution al research
and reporting responsibilities by
conducting surveys to collect new
data about Colby as well as organize
existing data for analysis.
This fall, he will conduct a survey
on social life. A prototype of the survey was given to several students in
August.
One of the students who took the
survey, Amanda Surette '03 said it
was "almost no different .than the
ones administered in the past.
Questions about social lif e, how
happy you are with this and that,
how many hours you spend studying, socializing, etc."
These surveys will be used to
assess whether the College "did
what we said we do," Yasinski said.
Data that Freeman collects will be
used to answer questions such as
whether the College provides a good

between the old logo and the new
one, Collins said, "ifs more distinctive, but still classic. The old seal just
had 'Colby.' set in Goudy type. The'-',
new logo is based on typeface but is
customized and more distinctive."
The College is trying to recycle
' 1
the old stationary.
.
"It's really too early to tell jus ^
how much there will be," Collin£j
said. "Yes, there was some waste]
but we are trying to reuse and recy-j
cle."
|
There are recycling programs in '
place and plans to use old stationery;
and envelopes internally, Collins]"
said.
. .'
In addition to the new seal, and '
logo, a new athletic identity was \
developed. Students will soon be? seeing a new White Mule insignia ir| <
the Colby Bookstore and around '*
campus.
;
"It was approved within the last
couple weeks," Collins said. "We're
hoping to have it out there very
soon."
Collins encourages students and
others to adhere to proper guide-! .
lilies in using the new images!' ?
"These are copyrig hted, trade-Jiy);"
marked images," he said, "We cer-' '**'
tainly want them to be widely used; '*
but in appropriate ways."

Pad Thai Restaurant

and I work die front and my children Maybe they know ifs good for busican help me sometimes. 1don't want ness.
J: What do you think about the new
a big business; I want a small busiThai place, Singha Thai?
ness.
T: Oh, I don't know. I don't know
Waterville?
J:Do you like it in
them, I never see them, so I don't
1. Oh.yeah, of course I like it.
iidlvA*,
iwiSaShii
J:Why do you think the restaurant is know.
J: How much money did you bring
so successful?
in last year from Colby students?
T: Maybe the food. I know my hus1.80 percent comes from Colby stuband is a good cook and 80 percent
dents.
This is the first installmen t of a week- of my customers are from Colby,
ly- scries focusing on Maine businesses Thafs why.
J: How much money did you make?
T: Last year I
nnd local community mcmbers.This week J: Do you do nny of
mnde about
Editor in chief J onathan Silbersteln-Loeb the cooking your'03 sat down with Pail Thai owner Tessie self?
$90,000.
T: Sometimes I help
Thoopsmnoot,
J: Do you have
plans to open
him.
another restau•Born: 1953
J: Wlinf s your
rant or to
favorite dish?
•Place: Snmulsnkorn, Thnilnnd, 45
expand this
1. Oh, curry.
minutes from Bangkok,
one?
J:Wlinf s the most
popular dish here?
T: I don't think
Jonathan: When did you come to
Tj Yellow curry and
so. Tlie first time
America?
,1
lived
in
NevVYork
Pnd Thai nnd
my liusbnnd
Tcaslc: 1979
Drunken Noodle,
cooked he
before; I just moved to Mnine three
Students from Colby
cooked Itnllnn In
years ngo,
¦
like it. , * '
New York, I
J :Why did you move to Mnino?
think l wnnt to
T.My daughter wont to BU (Boston
J:What is the least
popular?
University) nnd I wanted to bo nenr
opcnnTliniJON SJI.BERS..RN-LCffiB / TI IK COU1Y ECHO Itnllnn restauher, And I wns looking for n place to
Ti Any kind of
senfood is not pop- Tessie 'Utoousatnoot
rant, one Thni
start n business.
in
Now
restaurant
only chicken
Did
you
hnvo
n
ular,
food section one
J:
Italian, but my daught er nn d my
and tofu.
York? .
children don't want It.
T.Yes, I opened nn American
J: Wlint do you miss the most from
sonfood restaurant on Long islnnd,
home?
J: Whnt do you think about Colby
students?
T: I miss my family in Thailand.
J: Why Wnlervillc nnd not Boston?
T. I used to live in Now York nnd I
T. Because Boston Is too big for me,
J; Why nro there so many Tlinl peocompare Iho students Ihorc nncl here
Wntorvillo is O.K. because I work
ple nnd restaurants In Iho Waterville
I like tho students from Colby; I
with Iho famil y .am! I don't need |oo area?
think thoy are very nice,
much people, Just my liusbnnd cook T: I don't know. I have no klcn.

Opinions
Editorial

¦

Pressing charges sets justi ce in motion
On August 17 a female student accused a male student of sexual
assault. The accusation is particularly onerous because it happened
when only campus leaders were allowed on campus.
Student leaders are the first community members first-years
encounter. They are supposed to be mature, to represent Colby positively and help first-years acclimate to life at Colby.
However; as disturbing as the complaint is, that the accuser is
pressing .charges indicates some Colby students are comfortable
enough in the support system the College provides to use it when
seeking justice.
It is important for students to press charges when they feel they
have been wronged. A message needs to be sent out that students
have the means to charge sexual assailants and they will. Would-be
assailants will be swayed from perpetrating crimes if they know the
consequences are enforced.
Vesting faith in the legal system allows the, wheels of justice to
turn, but idle gossip does not. The proper authorities can investigate
and respond appropriatel y, sentence the guilty and exonerate the
innocent.
Pressing charges also sends an encouraging message to other victims who may not have had the courage to seek justice. People who
feel they have been sexually assaulted need to feel comfortable coming forward and standing up. The Echo supports the female student
in seeking justice and hopes it is duly dealt to both parties.

Just say "no" to AC
By Ash Hekmat
i
J

CONTRIBUTING
WRITER
*
¦*

._ Colby sure is beautiful, isn't it?
-just look around and see how all the
first-years marvel at our golf-course
lawns and reassuring brick palaces
^Hillside excepted, of course). The
campus greenery screams, "I am
Nature, Incorporated!"
F ew p eop le understand the
focused energies that go into keeping
Colby this way.The "Simpsons" have
Groundskeeper Willie, but we have
.an entire team of people devoted to
pulling weeds, cleaning windows
and sweeping up shattered bottles of
Prl off.
Recently I had a discussion with a

erwise have to venture into perilous
Central Maine to find work. .
O-K. Problem solved, right? That
was how I felt, anyway.I even patted
myself on the back for giving what I
thought was an original answer.
Then my professor hit me with
another, related question: did I know
why there was no air conditioning
during the sweltering—yes, even in
Maine—summer?
I have to confess I was as baffled
as a billy goat in the Badlands. I had
often wondered why a p lace with
modern equipment everywhere outlawed personal AC window units,
leaving summer staff to cool off as
best they could by swimming aroun d
in pools of their own sweat.

Opinions Editor: Emily Honi g

Educa ti onal Policy: Orwell and rats
By CAV. Bassett
LEE FAMILYPROFESSOR OF
AMERICAN STUDIES AND
¦ ¦ ENGLISH,.
EMERITUS ; ¦ ' ¦ • ' .
One day last summer, Jonathan
Silberstein-Loeb (the bearer of the
longest byline in New England
journalism and the editor of this
newspaper) called me in his capacity as a reporter for the Central
Maine Morning. Sentinel. We talked
about a bicentennial history of
Waterville being written, in part,
by Colby professors R. Moss,
Morrione, Gemery and me. He
later wrote a lively and informative
piece for the Sentinel based in part
on that conversation.
But then JS-L e-mailed me about
writing an occasional column for
the Echo this year. Herewith my
heart leaped up: I wrote my first
newspaper column for a student
newspaper—the Vol ante —at the
University of _ South Dakota in
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H ey, 1952. That's 5 bloody
years ago.. Many of your parents
were yet to be born. And Lord
knows your own world would not
appear until the eighties. In fact, in
the minds of the first-year students, the world began in 1984.
We are all aware that George
Orwell wrote a fri ghtening novel
about his vision of 1984. Like others, my salient memory of that
book is Big Brother 's method of
breaking down resistance to the
regime: he puts a cage around
Winston's head, then releases a
large rat into the cage. Winston, of
course, learns to love Big Brother.
I've often thought Big Brother's
method would be a terrific incentive to help students avoid the dangling modifier. I have bought a
cage, and some geek in the Biology
Department must have a rat.
English composition (I've been
teaching that since 1954) is a

the trouble is that
authorities like dean
Kassman and a
succession of english
Dep artment chairsissies
don't believein rigorous
motivation.

you ever again begin a sentence
with "also"?
, Damn r ight you woul dn't. The'
one flaw in the Orwell method is*
that a "motivated" student could!
be driven completely mad and;
spend the rest of his/her ¦ lifts
whimpering. Or, conversely, the
student could become a rat rustler
who cares not at all about the
--n
comma faults but sells great rats.f;
Still, I'd love to try out rat motivation in my class. It's bound to
wbrk better than a B-. We would
have to keep the experiment "a
secret from your lenient parents
and the Colby Institutional Review!
Board: Human Subj ects. The world'
has become soft since Orwell had
his vision, due undoubtedly to sofr!
cer moms and Senator Daschle. •,
Old guys like me are tougher.
We go back to 1952. In Soutji
Dakota. Great rat country, South
Dakota. Pity it's now represented
by Senator Daschle. .
j *_i

J

required course for most Colby
resisters. Voila, the rat.
The trouble is that authorities
like Dean Kassman and a succession of English Department chairsissies don't believe in rigorous
motivation.
I do. Think of the beady eyes,
the high-pitched squeaks and the
twitching mouth of your motivator. Creeping ever closer to your
ri ght eye. Would you ever use the
word "hopefully" again? Would

¦
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What is that? Learning to appreciate public art at Colby
By EMILYHONIG
OPINIONS EDITOR

Recently, many of you may have
driven or walked past the Colby
College Museum of Art and noticed a
new sculpture: a large edifice, seven
walls set, in a line at varying angles to
one another. Sol LeWitfs "Seven
Walls" is neither typical nor traditional. For many, the reaction that "Seven
Walls" evokes is simply confusion and
in some cases, annoyance. .
This reaction is not by any means
unique to Colby,as public modern art
flourishes, with artists such as LeWitt
and Richard Serra, whose "4-5-6"
sculpture resides in the Paul J. Schupf
Sculpture Court, using seemingly
obtuse land-art creations to make statements that not everyone always understands.
In many cases, the public reactions
to these works of art have been overwhelmingly negative. On many occasions, public opinion has been such
that, the.sculptures, erected in public

space, have been removed. The reasons given for these reactions are myriad, but at the root is a lack of understanding and an unwillingness to
understand.
' One famous example of controversial public art is the Vietnam War
Memorial, which was designed by
Maya Lin and installed in Washington
D.C. in 1982. Now recognized as one of
the great works of American architecture and an example of early emotive
memorial art, it was highly controversial at the time because of its complete
lack of traditional appeal. Critics looking at drawings of the memorial did
not understand that the appeal was not
meant to be visual, but visceral and
mentally challenging.
Similarly, "Seven Walls" and "4-56" are visually simple and their appeal
is at first unclear. They are examples of
land art, which grows out of its surroundings and those who wish to
appreciate them have to be willing to
ponder them a little bit.

BRAD SEYMOUR / THE COLBY ECHO

Richard Serra 's "4-5-6" at the Colby College Museum of Art.

Raising Honors Reqyirements
Making Colby "Presti gious " or Simply a Cutthroat Copycat ?
By Dan Seifert

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

professor of mine regarding the
swarm of money an d eff ort that go
tinto this place we call our home f or
[most of the year. She wanted to know
if I thoug ht it was all worth it. Were
¦we going too far? Could we instead
•save some children in a third-world
Jnation or something like that?
t I thought it over for a second.
JCoIby is many th ings and one of
{them is a business. In order to sell
ditself to tour groups, the College
{requ ires an image that has frequently
{come under fire as being excessive. I
•also said that there was something
•else often tossed out the windows of
"our brains when we consider such
»things:jobs. Tlie bcautification of our
(college provides work for dozens of
[locals and students who would oth-

Tlie first thing that came to mind
was the AC everywhere would
require too much energy and dollars
f or 'the College to handle. I then considered that it might simply be a hazard issue—no one needs to get
conked on the head by a p iece of
metal hurtling from a third-story
window. I wns way off.,
Tlie reason Colby College bans air
cond itioning during the summer .is
the same reason it employs such a
massive grounds crew: to keep the
campus beautiful. Evidently, the general feeling among the people who
make these decisions is that AC units
would clutter up our glorious windows with unsightly exhaust grills,

Continued on Pag e 6

Towards the end of last year,
Presidents ' Counc il passe d a
motion that asked the College to
"revise the GPA requirement that
must be met in order to achieve the
Dean's List and Lat in Honors "
(April 29, 2002, Motion #4).
Although no specific levels were
suggested in the motion, some
advocates of the- change indicated
that they would- like the requirement f or Dean 's List and cum laude
to be a 3,5, magna cum laude a 3.7
and summa cum laude a 3.9.
While this motion was clearl y
passed with nothing but the best
intention—namely, raising the acad emic standards an d "prestige " of
our school—I believe that this plan
would in the long run have an
adverse effect on our community.
It i s true that severa l of our peer
institutions have such higher levels
already in place, but they have had
problems of thei r own assoc i at ed
with elevnted stan dards. For example , Ham ilton College uses a 100point scale rather than the 4-point
system wc use , arid they require a
90-point nverage to ntt ain Dean's
List. This would be equivalent to
Colb y requiring n 3.7 for similar

recognition. Now, this sounds at
f irst l ike a gr eat way of encour a g ing
students to strive for excellence and
properly rewarding those who
achieve it. However, such high
requirements do not come without
problems of their own.
Currentl y, a student with a 3.7 at
Col by is most l ikely in the top 10
percent of his or her class. Dean's
List is not intended to restrict recognition to such a small p ercentag e of
the class; rather, it is desi gne d to
recognize all whose work is commendable. Were the College to raise
Dean 's List to this level, it is probable that the number of students on
the l ist would decrease somewhat,
but it is equall y likely that professors would be put under pressure to
be more generous with their grading,
This would particularly be a
probl em in d epartments known to
be somewhat more demanding than
others and known to have lower
average GPAs among majors, such
as economics and the sciences,
would
These
departments
inevitably become weaker, due to
students leaving them for majors
where they stand a better chance of
achieving meritorious grades;
meanwhile, the departments them-
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ers in my class for honors. It seems
incongruous to desire recognition at
gr ades somewhat.
An alternat ive system to one the expense of those who are sup-;
based on GPA is one based on rank posed to be my fr iends. Nor do I!
in class, a system
want to be at a|
that is currentl y in
school where grades;
's list is not
are so inflated that;
p lac e at Williams
an
A-average;
College. Although intended to restrict
becomes meaning-,
this sy stem is b etter
recognition to such a less. If you want;
in some respects, it
too creates prob- small p ercen
that, go to Harvard.;
tage op
lems for the comI
definitely;
munity. Essentiall y, the class; rather it is understand
the.
such a system crearguments of those;
designed to recognize who wish to see;
ates an atmosphere
where the success all whose work is
Col b y 's standard s;
of one student is
increase and I agree;
contingent on the commendable.
that those whose:
failure of another.
achievements are;
Now, I certainly cannot speak for extraordin ary deserve our highest;
the student body as a whole, but I esteem. However, let's not sell our-'
know that one of the a spects of selves short.
.j
Colby that was most appealing to
Colby is a top-20 college where;
me when p i cki ng a college wa s the the large mnjority of our students]
way Colby was described by upper- were in the top 10 percent of their!
classmen. While ' the intellectunl high school classes and our profes-;
demands of the school are rigorous, sors expect nothing but the best. A!
most students are competitive with B+ average is not handed to anyone'
themselves rather than with their here; I do not know anyone on
Dean 's List who doesn 't work f or it ,
peers.
I do not want to stud y and live in We do not need to be copying any
a community where I am constantl y of our competit ors ' grading systems
worrying about whether or not my to make Colby more "prestigious."
grades ore good enough to beat oth-
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How? gciocS is Trycke rs?
By JUSTIN BURNER

college students.
But most importantl y, the other
for
customers
in the diner are one of a
h
mon
e
y
Don't have enoug
The Last Unicorn? Need a change kind. As I see.it, there are three
from Spanky's and WHOP? basic categories of customers at
Overloaded with Pad Thai? You Trucker's: Colby students, locals
and truckers. The locals all seem
need Trucker's.
Trucker's to know each other, creating a
That's
ri ght,
social
very '
International
atmosphere.
Restaurant! "T don't
.
Watch out
know how we got Whet her y ou have the
for the truck
there or what I
drivers. As I
ordered," Mahdi hardcore munchi es or
know
from
Bseiso '04 said, "but j ust need a late night
personal expeit was awesome."
rience, they
This seems to be p lace to eat because
start
fights'.
the general consen' hit- The
brawl we
sus among Colby Easy Mac j ustisn t
students who ven- ting the sp ot LIKE IT USED witnessed was
"the scariest
ture to the mysterik 's is y our
and
coolest
ous
eatery: to,
thing I've ever
Bemusement and
kind of restaurant.
seen. Chairs
that
pleasure
were flying,
Central Maine has
were
plates
been blessed with
crashing and the waitress didn't
this wonderful establishment.
Whether you have the hardcore seem to mind," Mason Smith '04
munchies or just need a late night said. Apparently, these fights happlace to eat because Easy Mac just pen rather . frequently; the best
isn't hitting the spot like it used thing to do is just try not to get
to, Trucker's is your kind of involved.
International
Trucker's
restaurant. First of all, it's open 24
hours, which is a big plus and an Restaurant is very close to Colby,
unfortunate rarity in the wilds of located just off exit 35 on Route 95.
Maine. Second, though the selec- So, if at 2 a.m., you're looking for
tion of food may not seem too mediocre but cheap food, friendly
impressive at first, the diner offers locals and the thrill of a truck drieverything at extremely low ver-wrestling match, make it a
prices, making Trucker's the per- Trucker's night.
fect spot for broke and miserly
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

By CHRIS BECKER , JAMES
i^ARMIS TEAD AND MEG AN
SSICWHORTE R
Contributin g "writers

the fault for this problem lies neither
with the incoming students themselves nor With the deans charged
with their care while here. It deals
feca*
with the inability • of students on
i«vk
,
§£' Over the past couple of years, campus to adapt to cultural ideas
diversity has become a hot topic on that are otherwise . unexpressed
Sjjflay flower Hill. Colby has made an within this collegiate society.
It is the duty of the College to
j lgffort to increase the percentage of
^aatriculating international and express these ideas through the use
ggninority students. However/ what of its many resources. For example,
ghappens to this diverse bunch once the recently renovated coffeehouse
would provide the perfect venue for
>*they arrive?
;.«_ International students
and drawing American students into an
"^minorities bring with them unique atmosphere that would expose them
^Gultures and different perspectives to these varying cultures.
It becomes apparent, however,
Ion issues. Here,lies a diversity of the
*_nind, a unique blend of viewpoints that even were such an opportunity
to
to be taken, there
^waiting
be
is no way for any
^unleashed on the Colby authorities
American stujSgeneral Colby popuconshould
not
have
to
dent to hope to
Unfortunatel
y,
lace.
become a true
gjjiis rarely happens.
trive a f orcedrelation - member of a
!p For some reason,
of
these ship between the maj or- clique that existgl. any
ed prior to his or
potential contribuher arrival on
tors , to our way of ity and the minority
campus. Unless
gjhinking are subcollege-sp
onsored
wi
t
h
more
American
a
desire
^jnerged by
students become
«to cling to the first EVENTS.
incorporated as
wgeople they meetpart of the early
Uflamely, each other.
Sit is my belief that Colby should arrival of international and minority
«fully utilize the diversity that it has, students, there exists no way for all
5 as opposed to spending resources to synergistic effects to fully come to
bear.
^merely increase statistics.
Along similar lines, Colby 's
w> Let me emphasize, however, that

resources should not be spent fur- tive have provided a contrast that
ther segregating international and does not allow for those students
minority students, for instance with who are willing for change to
multiealtural housing. Instead, become part of an environmentally
Colby^hould strive to
safe or consis¦ . . tent group for
integrate these stu'
dents and bring their TO MAKE ALL STUDENTSFEEL the communiunique heritages to
ty as a whole.
light. By creating a WELCOMED, THE ADMINIS If
these
multicultural housing TRATION AS WELL AS THE
students felt
opportunity, Colby
comfortable
would be encourag- STUDENT POPULACE HAS TO
to
enough
ing the segregation of
participate in
many diverse stu- UNDERSTAND OTHER POINTS
a group or
dents, therefore elimi- OF VIEW, AS WELL AS OTHER c o m m u n i t y
nating the possibility
activity, they
of widespread cultur- CULTURAL TRADITIONS.
would be able
al enlightenment.
to share an
Instead of considering such experience that is inclusive of all
regressive tactics, our school should instead of limited to .those who are
encourage the building of intercul- open minded.
tural activities, right? The instituAs Colby continues to speak of
tional planning of celebratory inter- diversity and the will to make all
national activities is an attempt to students feel welcomed, the admincounterbalance unintentional cul- istration as well as the student poptural segregation. Though this is a ulace has to understand other points
valiant effort on the part of the of view, as well as other cultural traadministration, it should not be an ditions. This will provide for a
obligation. Colby authorities should unique and understanding safe
not have to contrive a forced rela- haven for all those who choose to
tionship between the majority and join our student society. If this canthe minority with College-spon- not be accomplished, Colby has a lot
sored events.
of work to do, based upon their misObviously, in an ideal situation, sion statement and their dedication
students would initiate this relation- to the acceptance of multicultural
ship on their own. But the lack of affairs.
understanding and the lack of initia-
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dows at their stocky, colorful buildings,
most of which held signs for pubs.
Guinness and, ironically, Budweiser
advertisements are as prevalent as
Dunkin' Donuts signs in Waterville.
Roughly two hours after leaving
Shannon International Airport, the bus
was edging Cork City, where we're
spending the next four months.
During the summer, Colby sent us
Student Handbooks specific to studying abroad in Cork. They provided
general information about Ireland, our
housing and finances, what to bring
and what not to bring, the weather and
e-mail and phone options. Upon
arrival, Visiting Assistant Professor

Andrew Brown, who's replacing Leslie
B. Arey Professor of Bioscience Arthur
Champlin for this semester, handed
each of us a manila envelope with
maps, miscellaneous information
(including a generous guide to Irish
stouts and ciders), cash and rules.
There really aren't that many rules,
though. "Don't embarrass Colby or the
United States," is one example.
Another: if you leave the country, notify Professor Brown. And my personal
favorite: "Don't drive. Period. Ever."
Of course, the point of traveling
abroad is to carve out one's own experiences, and these were merely guidelines so that we don't find ourselves

lost, arrested or depositing mail into quite confusing at the gym where we
rubbish bins, which, as Professor have to convert pounds to kilograms,
"Mi ter
Brown says, "look remarkably like miles to kilometers. Yesterday,I told
wavs
postal pillars." Having been here not the treadmill that I weigh 50 pounds.
IS The first 24hours were long. In fact,
even a week, most things are still nov- Not on an Irish diet.
l^jjg was more like 36, since none of us
at
elties and we have lots to learn.
To use a shopping cart at Tesco,
j^Jjlept until least Thursday afternoon.
Dunnes or any
Outlets, converters and
__$y tnat:tin*16 we'd crossed the Atlantic,
' at
breakfast
of the other
(which
was
adapters,
Wimpy's
for
example,
J^aten
supermarkets,
have proven to be tricky,as when we asked the
basically a gas station that offered a
.^selection of packaged foods and "full
one of us tragically killed a
you have to
if
one
'«Msh breakfast") and ingested miles of
hair dryer and another, a bartender , besidesour insert
Euro
to
unlock
set of computer speakers.
fggreen landscape, the likes of which
t , n was'obvious
the cart from
Both appliances worked
•'"'America hasn't seen for months.
»>:; Among the great stretches of grassy
, where it's
for about one second, that we wereAmericans
chained in line
made a strange buzzing
^ expanses dappled with horses, cows
shestarted laughing;
to the others.
sound and then died.
g-and sheep were small towns and we
¦agazed sleepily from the broad bus winStrike one.
Wh
en
you
there was our answer.
rT__
return the cart,
Then there's the issue
you get the
of clocks and telling time.
¦
¦
¦
¦
coin
back.
As
if
adjusting
to
both
a
five-hour
jump
¦
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^^m and a military time schedule were not
Local phone calls here cost money,
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currents," as Sarah Starr '04 explained.
Slowly, but surely we'r e gett ing
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¦¦'¦•¦¦¦•^¦¦¦¦><> ..6X. -l <X>m Although neither of us even knows acclimated. Most of us found our way
¦*¦:-<: ¦¦ -: .. ¦- ,¦ . ,¦;. ¦. -;;.,. "^'ftiffly ' ¦
¦*-xa<. ¦< ¦ ¦
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y> - :'X lX :it f - yxxwy^i * what a time current
^
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is, the result was to a pub on the first night. When we
that when it was 9:20 a.m., her asked the bartender if, besides our
American clock, which she had suc- accents, it was obvious that we were
cessfully plugged into the outlet/read Americans, she started laughing; there
7:45 a.m. Needless to say, when she was our answer. And when "Born in
answered her door in pajamas, she the USA" came over the loudspeaker,
couldn't understand why I was knock- any hope of blending in was totally
ing since our orientation meeting did- shot.
n't start until 10.00 a.m.
As I said to my mom a day or so
Registration at University College after we arrived, we must come off as
Cork (UCC) is also mind-boggling. loud and fairly spoiled individuals. A
Yesterday we registered as students. bunch of us alr ea dy have cell phones
"As opposed to what else?" we and are griping about our lack of
thoug ht. But enlisting for classes here round-the-clock access to AOL Instant
is more inefficient than difficult. The Messenger. "When the bus driver was
concept of online registration hasn't load ing our luggag e into the undersi de
- storage compartments,
made it here yet.
Nor do the modhe was clearly bl own
ule books (course When the bus drwer
away and frustrated by
catalogues) list told us that "crack"
our massive bags. He
class times or
mumbled angr ily at one
locations , so that was somethingwe had to point when it became
when we eventuclear that a huge duffel
do whilehere,
all y stand in line
just wasn 't going to fit.
to reg ister for one a littleshocked.
"You're onl y h ere for
.
clnss, there's a
four months , right?" he
, y"crack"
chance we'll have App arentl
said to me.
to change It even"Right," I replied.
"a goodtime."
you'd
tuall y due to
"Because
schedule
conthink you were here for
flicts.
four years, by the looks of it," he said.
There nre more humorous experi"Be prepnrcd for things to be differences nnd tidbits of. information we've ent," Professor Drown wrote in our
picked up here nnd there. Tlie word information packets. "Hint's the point
"Cork," for example, has nothing to do of nil this, right? Tlie beginning of Ihe
with what you'd use to stop a bottle, semester—nnd especially the first
;
Here , it mcnns "swnmp " (hopefully for week of the torm—nre very .different,
¦
¦
' ' ¦$'
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especially for students raised on Ihc
When the bus driver told 'us that Americnn system. Tilings will calm
"crack" wns somelhing we hnd to do down, but your best friends in the first
while hero, we wore n little shocked, few weeks will be n reservoir of
Apparently, "crack" means "a good patience, nn oxpcctntlon thnt things
will be somcllmcs bewildering nnd,
lime,"
Irclnnd, like most of Europe, is on most Importantly, n sense of humor,"
Amen,
Iho metric system, which hns proven
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AGs Colby is too concerned with aes thetics
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Con tinned from page 5
Now, fi nally, I wno forced to
n ccodo t h nt th o College do es go too
fnr since mnny people find It difficult to do thoir jobs In such conditions. But is this exchnngo of comfort for bonuty ronlly different from
pl u cking on e's oyobrows—n fow
moments of pnln for Appearance's
snko? Well, certainly tho discomfort
phnso stretches ovor n longer period

of time , but we enn see nn klonticnl

pattern of vanity Inherent in both
things,
Colby lo Jin rdly to blnme, As
members of n society genred toward
profit nnd personal gnln must each
n n d ever y on o of u s soil oursel ves
every moment wo Internet with others? Wo purchase slots of peop le's
timo with our words ond, lot's face
it , with tho wny wo ' look, Wo
become increasingly iningo-orlont-

ed ns science nnd technology continue to Invent new wnys for us to
beautify ourselves. Tho most frighteni ng thing to behold Is that Colby
is merely nlong for the ride, But
where do wo nil got off?
Editor 's nolo) According Director of
Coiiiinunlcallim Steve Collim, the College
prohibits windownlr condition units parl- V
hj became ofmllwlics, hut f inancial nnd J
eiivhvnnwiitol tmlp weixh Iwnvlly,
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By MELV LADERA

A&E EDITOR

Colby's radio station, WMHB
89.7, like 200 other stations across
the country, has been forced to stop
webcasting because of new regulations imposed by the Library of
Congress.
The Library of Congress has
decided to charge radio stations new
and larger f ees, including retroactive
ones, for broadcasting over the
Internet. According to the new regulations, stations will be charged for
every song they play and for every
time they play it. Stations will also
be charged for how many people listen to each song.
The copyright fees go into effect

HQ^lB^^»uMS^^
College radio is meant to
p rovideexp osure f o rlocal
and indep endent bands...
that are not concerned
about royaltiesand that
really benef it f rom the
exp osure webcastp rovides.
on Sept. 1, but retroactive fees could
still cause problems for many radio
stations that have been webcasting
since Oct. 28, 1998.
The Library of Congress also
instituted a stricter record-keeping
policy requiring radio stations to
keep detailed records of every song

played on the radio. Independent
and non-commercial radio stations
such as WMHB, which use and benefit from webcasting the most, also
have the most difficulty complying
with these new regulations. .
WMHB General Manager Lee
L'Heureux '03 believes the regulations are unfair and frustrating. The
regulations have been "put in place
by people that don't understand the
value of college radio," L'Heureux
said.
College radio is meant to provide
exposure for local and independent
bands, L'Heureux said. Much of the
music WMHB plays comes from
independent bands that are not concerned about royalties and that really benefit from the exposure web-

Colby 's own seven wonders
wonderful."
The sculpture is "fascinating,
spilling out, and reaching out" to the
observer," Associate Professor and
Chair of the Art Department
Veronique Plesch said.
Colby students were not as excited about the sculpture.
"Ifs in an uncomfortable position
between monumental sculpture and
normal size," art major Jesse
Delaughter '03 said.
"At least it was a gift to the
school," art major Alex Libby '03
said.
Gouriey is credited with getting
LeWitt to donate the sculpture to the
College.
¦
DEBORAH DOBERNE/THE COLBY ECHO
£
"It is because of Hugh that this is
I' Colby community members admir e "Seven Walls."
here, because of his commitment and
his dedication," LeWitf s assistant
. By MELV LADERA & JON
conceptual art world. For the past Susanna Singer, said.
decade the Museum has focussed on
"He has the vision and as you
. 1 SILBERSTEIN-LOEB
k A&E EDITOR & EDITOR IN CHIEF
acquiring contemporary art, the walk through the Museum you can
Carolyn M. Muzzy Museum Director see that his vision is amazing," benefactor
Paula
1
This past week, as, students Hugh Gouriey said.
Lunder said.
"It is an incredis arrived on campus, they were greetD a n i e l
ed by the latest addition to the bly handsome piece
, i Rosenfeld, who
£ grounds. "Seven Walls" is a 12-foot- of sculpture. It is an
?'by-68-foot
will
fill
concrete
sculpture important acquisif ' designed by the renowned conceptu- t
Gourl ey 's spot
ion for the Museum
to have someone as
after he retires in
al artist Sol LeWitt.
mid-September,
t* LeWitt designed the piece renowned as Sol
also spoke highJ* expressly for the Colby College LeWitt," Gouriey
ly of tihe piece.
. « Museum of Art and was given to the said.
?!College by the artist.
"It makes an
"LeWitt is
one of the great
?' LeWitf s concrete block structures important statement
masters of conI are in museums throughout the about the quality of
temporary art. It
\ world including the New York the Museum and
—
William
D.
Adams
"
the contemporary
is a rather excepJ . Museum of Modern Art.
Colby College President tional and it disH.P. Cummings, a construction art collection. I
{.
tineuishes
j; company from Winthrop, built the th ink it's great,"
J* sculpture because LeWitt believes the Colby College President William D. Colby," Rosenfeld said.
* idea or concept behind the work is Adams said.
"Seven Walls" is LeWitf s second
"The sculpture is a real wall in contribut ion to Colby 's collection.
J more important than the execution.
j„ The new sculpture complements that you can 't physi cally squeeze His f irst piece, the wall drawing
?'.Richard Serra's sculpture "4-5-6" through the openings," said Robert "Wavy Color Bands Within a Gray,
5; installed in the Paul J. Schupf Storr, senior curator of painting and Red, Yellow and Blue Border" was
m
\m Sculpture Court in 2000. Both pieces sculpture at the Museum of Modern showcased in 1996.
£ have made a name for Colby in the Art. "The opened and closed space is

^xf It makes an
"*® important
statement about the
quality of the museum
and the contemp orary
art collection. I think
if s great.
J ^
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Beer Review
i
[i Battle of the New En gland summer ales
if'*

casting provides, L'Heureux said.
L'Heureux said people all over the
world listened to the WMHB webcast, from Idaho to Australia .
"College radio is the battleground for breaking new music,"
L'Heureux said.
Due to pending lawsuits, fees
may not be due until December. If
this is the case, WMHB may restart
its webcast because the fees will
decrease. But the record-keeping
requirements will still be a problem.
To keep track of the status of the
webcast, log on to WMHB's Web site
(www.colby.edu/wmhb).
The new regulations only apply
to copyrighted material so Colby
sporting events will still be broadcast on the Web.
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The fall perfor manceschedule of •
the Theater an d Dance Department
• incl u d es p l ays about corporate •
America, the experiences ofwomen *
color, and sacrifice and suicide.
of
0
T
h
e
spring sched u le focuses on the 9
9
« relationship between theater and 0
• puppets , costume and movement. »
•
•
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J-Live concert to kick off Loudness
By MELV LADERA
A&E EDITOR

One of the most successful

un dergroun d . MCs of the year, JLive, starts off a promising concert

series on Friday Sept. 6 here at
Colby. J-Live is among the freshest
hip-hop talent in the business.
"He may be on his way to really
blowing up," Social Chair Thomas
Jackson '03 said.
J-Live actually hit the scene in the
mid-908 with the single "Braggin'
Rights." His latest album "All of the
Above" features his hit single
"Satisfied?"
Along with J-Live, Loudness will
feature the jaz z group Downtown
Sound from Portsmouth, N.H. and
guitarist John Rush. Both will be
performing on Saturday, Sept. 7.
Downtown Sound is made up of
Forbes Horton, Jeremy LeClair and
Nate Horton. LeClair has previously
recorded two CDs ond aspires to
spread his music to a larger audience than the regulars at the

Portsmouth nightclubs. More information about the group can be
found on their Web page (www.thedowntownsound.com).
Jackson hopes the Loudness performances will kick off a tremendous year for concerts at Colby.
Jackson is trying to bring the hiphop group Jurassic 5 to a concert
slated for Oct. 4. Though the group
has not yet committed to playing,
according to Jackson, things look
good.
Jackson contacted Jurassic 5 after
reviewing the results of a survey he
conducted last year, Busta Rhymes
actually received more votes, but his
agents demanded more money than
originally offered.
Jackson urges the student bod y to
support these concerts so social
events will continue to become bigger and better.
"The more you support these
events, the better chances that you'll
get an equall y good spring concert
or maybe even better," Jackson said.
Plans for further concerts aro still

WWW.I .OLUNGSTONE.COi/I
Hip -hop artis t J -Live
\

up in the air, so Jackson hopes moije

of the student bod y will makje
requests. Jackson wants to appeal tja
everybod y 's musical tastes.
J
"I have no ideas, What does thfjt
mean? My Ideas are based on whfjt
you all want as a campus," Jacksoh
said,
J
:

i
i

Music at Colby in the summertime
By MELV LADERA
A&E EDITOR
f By MFXVLADERA
I: A&E EDITOR

beors but also involves the pride of
two states, which many Colby stufi
dents hold near to their hearts , Sam
After n long absence from the Adams is bottled in the Boston aren
+¦ pnges of the Echo, tho beer review Is and Shipyard is bottled in Portland,
$ bnck and better than ever, This year Maine ,
J» thoro will be a new format , Instead of
Samuel Adams is a classic
Just having the same person review American beer dating back to the
different boors, each week there will American Revolution, Since Its incepbe a rotallng panel of taste-testers, tion , Sam Adams hns gained popuTho j ud ges will grade different larity throughout tho world , Tlio beer
aspects of Ihe beers, such as appear- has won numerous awards including;
ance, aromn and taste,
the International Gold Award in
This week's group of palate pan- Australia and Now Zealand,
Shi pyard, based In Portland, is n
.cllsts consisted of members of the
; Echo staff,
much younger beer nnd only datoi.
Wlille relaxing at tho beach, moot back to 1992, Although tho beer doesyou
probably grabbed refreshing n't hnve the long tradition thnt
of
¦
/ summer ales to quench your thirst Sammy hns, tho brewery hns had n
> , and , probnbly wondered, which decade of success and it continues to
- brewery makes the bettor summer expand, Shipyard opened tho
ploi Samuel Adams or Shipyard?
world's first airport microbrowory nt
|
% Tills battle Is not just between two Orlando International Airport,

.1

Both beers have a light body with
medium corbonntion nnd a ligh t,
fruity aroma , Both also have a tnngy
aftertaste , which is a common characteristic of many wheat ales, The Sam
Adorns Summer Ale is darker in
color than the Shipyard ond hns a
tnngy lemon zest,
Four out of the flvo panelists preferred the Shipyard Summer Ale
because they thought it wos more
refreshing and mellow. Panelists considered tho Shipyard more refreshing
because it was not as carbonated, ond
therefore bettor for summer swigging"If I want to take a swig of boor,
this goes down easier," Jon
Sllborstoln-Loeb '03 said referring to
the Shipyard, "You tako a big swig of
the Som, and oooh, it kicks you in tho
ass,"

Although Colby Is most active
in the fall, winter nnd spring, the
campus is not dead in the summer.
This year there were numerous
musical performances to keep
campers, students and professors
entertained ,
The music began on July 14
when Al Corey's Dig Band
Orchestra held thoir annual concert
ot the Gould Music Shell , For nearly th ree decades, tho Al Corey
Orchestra has pleased audiences nt
the shell and thoy continued to do
, _ •.
so this post summer,
Tlio audlonco was filled with
dedicated listeners sprawled out in
lawn chairs. Tl .rougnoqt , tl .e afternoon/ big band sound* "of the
1940s, such as "Ono O'clock Jump "
and "In tho Mood" echoed
throughout the campus, '
Another group thnt visited
(iolby wan the Yankee DrasB Band,

which performed nt Lorimer
Chapel on Jul y 23, Performing
under Iho direction of Paul
Mny bory fro m St, Paul , Minn ,, the
group consist 's of brass musicians
f rom nil ovor the country.
Throughout July, the band toured
Maine, Their repertoire included
engaging pieces like Giuseppe
Verdi's "Ln Forzn de Dostlno ,"
which thoy performed brilliantly.
Later in the summer, another
group educated peop le at Colby
about music, The Portland Siring
Quartet, made up of Stephen
Kecskeniothy, Ronald Lnntz, Julln
Adams nnd Paul Ross hold lliolr
27th annual, two-week workshop
ot Colby, The workshop Is comprised of a select group of talented ,
young musicians with Iho desire to
develop thoir abilities on siring
instruments , Tho students como
from oil over tho world, The final
concert on Aug. 10 demonstrated
the group 's talent nnd highlighted

Kccskemeth y, Lnntz , Adams onj l
Ross's teaching abilities,
|
During Ihe two weeks when thj c
quartet wns on campus, thoy weij o
gracious enough to offe r two performances of (heir own, on Jul y 3jJ3
and Aug, (5,
•
The Aug, 6 show highlighted
works from Mozart , Frit/, Kroisler,
Schubert nnd Charles Ives, Tine
concert wns brilliant and tho pieces
wore engag ing; some receive 'd
'
standing ovations,
Their third piece, Schubert 's
"Rondo for Violin ond String
Quartet ," highlighted lhb talents o'f
Patrick Donno, ono of thoir form, jr
sludonts, Donno will bo going ijo
Julliard ,
;.{
During tho summer Shirley
Cloulior hosted
tlio famous
Littleton Piddle Festival on hu* r
farm in Ronton.
•

HA cappella groups ©ffer imisressiv© nn_K©r
JBy MELV LADERA
EDITOR
JS&E
¦
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E Colby's annual a cappella samijpler impressed many new students.
SCorimer Chapel was packed with
SSrst-year students, many^ of whom
Jgave the concert rave reviews.
JS The Colby Eight, Colby's oldest
% cappella group, opened the concert and received a great reception:
JIMany of the first-year students
|jyere already familiar with the
j' j iighf s voices from the night before
JjgSfhen the group opened for comedi>fcn Tom Cotter with their rendition
of "Hail Colby Hail." The Eight featured great solos f rom Ben Coerpez
'04, Jonathan Romak '04 and John
•Knoedler '03.
The second oldest Colby a cappella group, the all-female
Colbyettes followed the Eight.
Though small in numbers, the
Colbyettes managed to pull out a
couple of powerful performances.
They sang nice renditions of
grosby, Stills, Nash & Young's
helplessly Hoping" and Roxette's
fading Like a Flower." •
J* The co-ed Megalomaniacs were
Jitext to perform. These guys were
[obviously a crowd favorite as the
'audience loudly expressed their

The Blue Lights were next. A Chili Peppers' "City of Angels."
support. They featured Kate
The last performance of the
Swayne '03 with her lovely solo of usual crowd favorite,
Lisa Loeb's "Stay." Kate Campbell these guys . did
evening
came from Colby's newest
.<^$$ilk
a cappella group, Ethnic Vocal
'05 followed with an impressive
Ensemble. These girls blew everyperformance of Dido's "Here with
Me," which also featured excellent
one away, new and returning students alike. They approached a capbackup vocals from Steve Sarno
pella in. a new way by incorporat'04. They ended with a . gggfl
^
ing poetry into their performance,
rendition of Billy ^jjg ^fjSH rali
which was set to the theme of love,
Idol's "Dancing ¦
^^B^^^gWm
' with ' Myself," l^a^l^llMl^i?^
k They impressed the audience with
p, their delightful renditions pf
p erformed with ^Hra»fli^fif§l
an inflatable guitar ^HB8fc3 |f.«K3
|& Maxwell's "Drowndeep" and
and the gyrating
&L Alicia Keys' "Jane Doe." They
^^^^^^ m|
dance
moves
of
Sean
only stand.
| | | | | k also received the.
^HjG gp!||§iS
of the
night
"Tex" Kamp '05.
§|§8§i^ ing ovation
^BSffl
The next group to ^P|§|lil
||§fSm& after they performed Nelly
perform was Creamy WflsaSi
|§Ha|B|& Furtado's "I'm Like a
Bird
Goodness. Or was it? tE|I|| §K
it
was
Colby
Actually,
WMp^
Overall, the ftrst^Srar
aif
*1
year students were
Improv singing the "Gimme grafts
^P^^P
a Break" song from the Kit-Kal y S m
very impressed with
^cPv tffo
commercial. Improv provided a 'i|
the concert.
|
V°
5o
nice intermission from the music «
"I like the variety of
as they demonstrated a few
the groups. I think it is a good
^
improvisational games for the
way to show us the music and be
crowd. They kept the audience liveinterested in it," Kara Mccabe '06
^^ tW^
d
e
l
i
v
e
r
.
ly.
said.
ft '
Peter
The Sirens opened the second
Chap
in
"The Colby 8 is great," Matt
V^Vo^.
'03 psyched up the Meredith '06 said.
half of the concert.with their fabu#&
crowd
with
George
lous harmonies. They sang a roof"I died and went to heaven
raising rendition of En Vogue's Harrison's "I've Got My. Mind Set twice," Catherine Downing '06
"Whaf s It Gonna Be" and Scarlet's On You" and Jared Eggers '03 kept said.
the crowd going with the Red Hot
"Independent Love Song."
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Summer blockbusters lack depth

Tom Gotter loosens |
up first-year students 1
By MELV LADERA
A&E EDITOR

'

After four days of rigorous hiking, canoeing or biking, first-year
students returned from COOT
exhausted. With his fast-paced
comed y, Tom totter was the perfect medidne for their fatigue.
Cotter, who has been featured
on Comedy Central, appeared on
MTV, VH1, NBC, A&E and several
television commercials, and nominated for a Manhattan Association
of Clubs and Cabarets award for
outstanding male comic Was able
to deftly adapt his show for the
Colby students.
"I thought he knew Colby really well; he studied up," Alex
Kozan '06 said
"I have to crap on this state."
Cotter stated as he expressed how
easy of a target Maine is for jest ing.
He also performed many
sketches about his experiences at
college, his love life and his marriage. He cracked on various
things like small dogs, drinking

, *¦* '
and the English language.
His transitions between anec;J _
dotes were swift and smooth: |;
Cotter was like the Energizer^ ;
Bunny; he kept on going and^ ;
going with his silly tales. At some^ f
. .;* *f*
points, the laughter was late.
"You guys are laughing three^ }
jokes behind," Cotter said.
.;;
Some of Cotter 's jokes were 1
rather crass and vulgar; theyj
teetered on toilet humor, but the.
¦
audience still enjoyed him. He had
a great stage presence. Everybod y
liked his wise guy persona.
"It was offensive, but it was- j[
really funny," Kozan said.
"He was really good. He was '"
really in-your-face," Jen Coliflores
'06 said.
"I loved it. I laughed .the entireshow," Michael Howard '06 said.
"Miked it. But it trailed off a little bit in the end," Dan Sack '06
said.
Overall, Cotter put on a funny
show and the Colby first-year sttK ^
dents gave him a round o£
applause at the end.

Spotlight on tli e arts

Plesch releases tease of upcoming book

|By MELV LADERA

unconvincing.
I thought it was a great movie. incredibly
thrilling and Christensen was horrible;, he
It
was
fast-paced,
i _ ¦
action packed. But while the film seemed very awkward on screen.
i*
"Road to Perdition" was the
excelled in special effects, it lacked
Before
this
past
summer
startlw
led, I was really excited for the an effective plot and dynamic act- next movie I saw. This is the finest
Upcoming blockbusters that were ing. Don't get me wrong, I think film I have seen this year. The
Set to premiere. There was so Tobey Maguire and Kirsten Dunst beautiful directing of the brilliant
much buzz about "Sp iderman" are fantastic performers; they Sam Mendes combined with the
and "Star Wars" and sequels to have proven so in several films, masterful acting of the alwaysmany of my favorite movies were but the two lacked chemistry. I professional Tom Hanks made for
going to be released.
could not believe that they could an extraordinary combination.
be star-crossed lovers. The film boasted a star studded
I was sure it
jyould be a bi g "Spiderman
Also, the story of the cast who were all worthy of
" did not
summer
for
film was not entirely praise. Jude Law and Paul
rr
Newman were spectacular in their
movies and it only pull in its loyal
true to its roots.
The next major film roles. I would be surprised if
was. Box office
records were audienceof comic book
of the summer was "Perdition" is not nominated for a
broken. Many geeks
, it also attracted "Star Wars Episode 2: couple Oscars.
The next movie I was able to
Attack of the Clones."
people went to
j mtv First, I want to com- check out was the latest Austin
the movies this the pre-pubescent
summer
but
on the title: how Powers installment, "Austin
addicted,teenagegirls ment
the
movies
is
that? Powers in Goldmember." I would
boring
were not great. with the hots for tobey. "Empire
Strikes have to say that this was the weakThere were few
Back," "Return of the est of the three movies. I love the
•
T
movies
I
Jedi," heck even "The Austin Powers series, but I was
enjoyed this summer; a lot of the Phantom Menace" were cooler very disappointed with this film. I
blockbusters were so focused on names.
guess you can only go so far with
special effects that much of the
that some of the recycled humor of
Everyone
thought
"Clones"
would
surpass Mike Myers.
plot was lost.
First there was "Spiderman," "Spiderman" at the Box office. But
Capping off the majo r blockbusters of the summer, the
•Star ting the summer off with a box office analysts were wrong.
bang. It broke records as the highWhy? "Sp iderman" did not extreme "XXX" ruled the box
est gross a movie obtained in three only .pull in its
office in mid to late
days. The film's box office perfor- loyal audience
August. In my
opinion, the X's
mance was more than notable as it of comic book Many people went to the
pulled in a wide audience, youn g geeks, it also
represent strikes
and old, male and female.
attracted the movies this summer but the and that it is: three
strikes and this
pre-pubescent, movies were not great...a
awfu l movie is out.
MTV addicted,
Strike one for
teenage girls lot of the blockbusters
dreadful
acting,
with
the
hots
r
for Tobey. I wereso focused on special strike two for the
] guess Hay den
f ** ALL THE FUrS ALL THE
imp lausibility of
effects that much of the
'
A Chr i s t e n s e n
the events and
|PROTECTION»k
• AMERICAN E!W|fife MKSS»sC!
strike th ree is for
just does not plot was lost.
-¦
worldwide
W^m ¦ do it for them.
the weak plot. The
only strong points
"Star Wars"
I• GUARANTEED BEST BUY fl
¦• 1 FREE TRIP FOR EVERY 10 q had its moments. I was thrilled to this film were the cool action
""PAID OR CA$H STARTING
* that every one of my favorite char- sequences. Anybody that is into
I acters w a s hi ghlighted. From extreme sports will have lots of
|;WITH FIRST BOOKING
l» YOU SELL^W|COLLECT I Jango Fett to Padme Am idala , fun watching the cool stunts pereveryone got to shine in the film. forme d in this film.
Yo d a 's butt-kicking moment was
Overall, the movi es this sumone of my favorites.
mer may have been strong box
The plot was decent an d the office wise, b u t they weren 't
special effects were great. My onl y strong in quality. A lot of money
problem was that the acting was wa s wasted this summer.
£&E EDITOR
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By MELV LADERA
A&E EDITOR

Associate Professor and Art
Department Chair Veronique
Plesch recently had an article
based on her dissertation published in the annual journal,
"Studies in Iconography."
The article, "Not Onl y A gainst
Jews: Anti-Semitic Iconography
and Its Functions at La Brigue,"
explored the artwork of Giovanni
Canavesio, a painter and priest
whose controversial frescos grace
the walls in many churches and
chapels throughout several isolated villages in the Alps.
Plesch will expl ore these ideas
in greater depth in her forthcoming book, "Painter and Priest:
Giovanni Canavesio and the
Passion Cycle at Notre-Dame des
Fontaines, La Brigue."
"The art gives me an entry into
the past. I get an understanding of
the mental framework, beliefs and
daily lives of the people," Plesch
said.
Rather than critiquing the quality of Canavesio's artwork, Plesch
explore d how Canaves io 's paintings affected the Christian community. The images may have
conditioned the churchgoers'
views of Jewish people. The paintings were filled with many images
that portrayed Jews negatively. At
the time of these paintings, the
Christian community in that area
was concerned with the issues of
heresy and Jewish usury. Plesch
makes connections between the
art , the events and the themes of
the time.

DEBORAH DOBERNE/ THE COLBY ECHO

Associate Professor and Art Depart ment Chair Veronique Plesch. •
"I'm not only interested in the
way the art looks. I am more interested in the way art means, the
way art conv ey s message s, how
peop le experienced the art back
then," Plesch said. The art she

studies is not the type of art that is
seen in museums. It is the art that
peopl e us e ev ery day and is still in
its context , like the frescos in the
chapels of the Al ps.
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Colb y women 's crew flexes their muscles on the water.

- Women's crew rows to championship
By HEATHER LERSCH
ASSIST. SPORTS EDITOR

. ' After an entire season of mental
and physical preparation, on May 31
t y and June 1the Colby women's crew
'•* team sliced through stiff competition
• in the N.C.A.A. Women's Rowing
Championship in Indianapolis, Ind.
This ended a successful 2002 season for the Mules. Colby was undefeated in the New England Women's
Athletic Conference . In the New
England Small College Athletic
Conference, they only succumbed to
v.'Williams College.
¦
This national tournament marked
¦*¦
the first time Division III crew teams
competed in-a separate meet; previously, the teams had rowed against
Division I and II schools.

Serdjenian
unsure how
soccer season
will progress
. By SUZANNE SKINNER
MANAGING EDITOR
|
I

>' Anything can happen in the 2002
- soccer season. The Colby men's soc' cer team is made up of seasoned
veterans and talented rookies.
Coach and Associate Dean of
Academic Affairs Mark Serdjenian
had no concrete ideas felt it was too
soon to mak e any specific predictions.
- ;' "We'll have a different look from
last year," Serdjen ian said. Some of
ti the core talent from last season will
. Be returning, however 20 first-year
students decided to try out as well.
"Hopefully there will be three or
four who will contribute to varsity,"
Serdjenian said. "I do see several
fre shmen and sop homores in the
first 18."
; .',' These young players will affect
; the team's chemistry and level of
yplay. "I'm not sure what that role
Will be yet," Serdjenian said.
. Whatever the rookies' role, the
defense will be strong. And y
?Danzinger '03 is returning to the
goal. Last year, Danzinger played
765 minutes and had a 1.41 goalsngainst average.
»¦; Cap tain Mike Jarcho'03 will also
be protecting the net. Play ing
'swe eper, Ja rcho was last year 's

jyiVP.

? In 2001, Colby onl y allow ed 18
go a ls in 14' games, With these veterans ba ck , there is no reason for them

to not repeat this impressive record ,
' -' The offense is not without their
returning stars , Mike Uneerer '04,
who last yoar led the team in scort frig, has returned,
' . b "We have good leadership,
Which is always important ,"
Serdjenian wrote In n Colby athlet ics
press release,
. Will the first-year students
respond to the leadership? If everything clicks, the Mul es could have
Dn extremely successfu l season,
perdjenlnn might even reach the
200th win of his coaching career al
'»• Colby, However, It' s earl y In the season and onl y time will toll.

,,

Two Colby, 8-person crews competed in the 2,000 meter N.C.A.A.
competition, one at the varsity level
and one at the junior varsity level.
After the initial qualif y ing heat,
Colby competed in a repechage heat
in which first-round losers are given
another chance to qualify for the
semifinal. The varsity crew won
their heat and qualified for the
grand final. Junior varsity placed
third in their heat, qualifying for the
petit final.
The varsity team placed fourth in
the grand final. The junior varsity
p laced second in the petit final.
Colby's combined score of 11 points
left them in second place behind
Williams, with William Smith
College taking third.
"That was an extremely exciting

race and it really showed that the
crews' mental preparation and training were important," Head Coach
Stu Stokes said. "We knew and truly
believed that we were more prepared than the other teams and this
is why we were doing so well
throughout the season."
Just being invited to participate
iri the meet was an honor. Only six
Division HI teams were allowed to
compete. Williams was selected as
the . NESCAC automatic qualifier;
Smith was the NEWMAC automatic
qualifier. Ithaca College, William
Smith, Pacific Lutheran University
and Colby were given the four
remaining spots.
"We figured we had a pretty
good chance (at being selected). We
really had earned it, especially after

defeating Smith College earlier in
the season, who we knew were
already going as a NEWMAC automatic qualifier," Stokes said;
The team is looking forward to
another successful year, with a
strong group of women returning
and opportunities for underclassmen to move up and take the place
of the graduated seniors. The
women's crew team also anticipates
much contribution from incoming
first-year students. ¦
"We have ' a nice mix of experience and youth and a lot to look forward to," Stokes said. "Our basic
core goals and values will remain
the same. Of course, we still hope to
return to N.C.A.A.s this year, as
well, but we will see how the season
progresses."

WotTierrs soccer regroups

SUZANNE SKINNER /THE COLBY ECHO

Head Lacrosse Coach and Assist.Football Coach Robert Quinn.

By ERICA AYOTTE

Jessica Foster '05, will anchor the ,and to help underclassmen become
SPORTS EDITOR
:
young backfield, which lost many accustomed to collegiate athletics.
The cohesiveness of the upperclassseasoned players to graduation.
The offensive line will be led by men and the incoming first-year stuWomen's soccer is determined to
improve upon last season's O'Donnell, who led the league in dents will be key to keeping the
mediocre performance. Their 6-6-1 points last season and has scored team dynamic positive.
Colby women s
record was not enough to make it to more goals than
soccer hopes to be
post-season play; this was the first any other player
a competitive team
time in eight years the team had not in Colby 's histowithin
the
progressed to the New England ry. Other key
NESCAC and to
Small College Athletic Conference forwards include
make the post-seatournament, the most competitive ' L a u r e n
son tournament.
conference in Division III soccer.
Gremelspachei
Coaches Jennifer Holsten and '03 and Christina
. —: Stephanie Hicks '03 Rice believes that
'05,
the new substituElizabeth'Rice '02 are depending A'ndaya
C ap tain tion
rule (a starter
upon the seven returning seniors to Stacey Thurston
lead by examp le on the field.
'03 and Marissa Macriaughton '04 may now reenter in the first half of a
"We want to lead our team to will keep the team positioned at match) will benefit the team because
many victories and have fun doing midfield. Elizabeth Riley '05 will of the depth of their bench.
Their biggest game of the season
it," Captain Christine O'Donnell '03 defend the goal.
said.
"As captains, we want to keep a will be against Bowdoin, who has
"Our teamwork is what's going positive attitude about everything, defea ted Colby for 24 consecutive
to win games," Captain Stephanie but at the same time push everyone years. The Mules' first game is
Hicks '03 said.
to work their hardest," O'Donnell September 8 versus Husson College.
Hicks, along with experienced said. The experienced players are
sophomores Cara Pollard '05 and expected to step up their own games

$*$*Our teamwork
is what's going
to win games, m j a

VOLLEYBALL: team chemistry is key to suc cess
Continued f rompa ge 10
Consistent passing and a more varied
offense will help the team defeat their
rivals in the NESCAC.
If the Mules continue to work with
the same fervor, it is obvious that the
depth of this team will be their
strongest asset,
With an average height of 5'11",
rookies Caitlin Cleaver '06, Megan

Devlin .'06, Jennifer Ratcliffe '06 and
Kaitlin Adams '06 are expected to
become powerful outside hitters.
Captains Alyss a Henley '04 and
Laurel Burnham '03 are strong both
offens iv ely an d defen sivel y. Setter
Kimberly Prescott '04 will be depended upon to s et th e offens e, while Abbey
Stella '04 and Johanna Schroeder '04,
both da ngerous offens i v e w ea pons,
will make many kills. Melanie Newton

info BiaSS -of fame '
'" ""'

*

'03 will be a steady defensive asset.
"To play as a cohesive and experienced unit, in volleyball, and in team
chemistry, is often times the deciding
factor in close matches," Parent said.
The Mules begin their season on
September 10 against St, Joseph's
College befo re hosting the Colby
Invitational Tournament on September
13 and 14.

By SUZANNE SKINNER .
MANAGING EDITOR
Colby lacrosse Coach Robert
Quinn will be inducted . into
Westfield College's Hall of Fame
Saturday, Sept. 7.
Ten years after graduation,
Westfield alumni become eligible for
this honor. Family, friends and former teammates nominate the athletes and a committee composed of
alumnus and administrative staff
make the final decision.
Quinn, who graduated in 1989, is
one of eight to be inducted.
"To be one of the best of the best
is a very prestigious honor,"
Westfield's Sports Information
Director Mickey Curtis said. The 63
members of the hall of fame are "all
outstanding athletes."
"I was caught off guard," Quinn
said. "I was really humbled by the
honor; it's definitely a special thing
to be inducted into (Westfield's) hall
of fame."
According to Curtis, Quinn is
definitely deserving of the honor.
"He has a passion for that sport."
Curtis said. "He's worked hard and
owns the sport."
Quinn began his hard work when
he moved to Longmeadow, Mass.
just before entering the seventh
grade. Lacrosse is extremel y popular
in the Massachusetts town. "Its like
they grow up with a lax stick constantly in their hand ," Curtis said.
Quinn played th roughout junior
hi gh a nd high school; he was capta in of the team his senior year when
they won the state championship.

After high ' school, he went iti
Australia and played semi-prt.
lacrosse for one season.
He was an integral part of
Westfield's lacrosse team. Quinn
started his first year. By sophomore
year, his leadership was so essential
both on and off the field that his
teammates voted him captain three
J
years in a row.
Quinn also began to take on
coaching duties as well. At the time,
Westfield only had a series of part
time coaches. In the fall, the team
had no on-campus coach to help
them prepare for the spring.
"We needed to get organized ancl
set ourselves up for a successful
spring season by training in the
fall," Quinn said. "I took it upoK
myself.."
Quinn was an integral member of
the team on tlie field/ as well. In
1989, during his senior year, Quirip
led the team to win their conference
championship. He had individual
successes as well. He led the confer"1
ence for most points, it is extremely
rare for a midfield to do this, and hjg
was named All-American for hi$
efforts.
The hall of fame does not jusjj
cons id er the nominees ' collegi ate^
play. "They look at wh at you 'v^
done since college," Quinn said, "•'
Since graduation, Quinn has beeijj
the head coach of the University o\
Hartford's lacrosse team, an assis*
tant coach at Roanoke College, th*
head coach at New England Collegej
and the head lacrosse coach aj
Colby. Last year, he was named New*
Eng lan d Small College Athletifl
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Field Hockey plans to win by determination

WOM EN'S SOCCER

By ERICA AYOTTE
SPORTS EDITOR
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Women's soccer takes aim at the NESCAC tournament.
See story on Page 9.
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Colby names new
at hSetic director
By SUZANNE SKINNER
MANAGING EDITOR

; Full of energy and drive, Marcella
Zalot is looking forward to continuing
the goals and ideas of former Athletics
and Physical Education Chair Richard
Whitmore.
Although new to the position, Zalot
is not new to Colby. For the past five
years, she was an associate athletic
director. She was hired to oversee the
budget and part-time coaches and' to
ensure that Colby athletics had gender
equality. With each passing year, Zalot
gained more responsibilities and exposure to the duties of an athletic director.
"I thank him (Whitmore) for
preparing me for this role pretty well,"
Zalot said.
. When Whitmore went on sabbatical last year, Zalot became acting athletics director.
* "Part of his sabbatica l was thinking
about what he wanted to do," Zalot
said.
- Whitmore said, "I don't think you
•can do tlie two jobs, full time coaching
rand administrative work, with the size
and the depth of the program."
£ According to him, Zalot was the
¦obviou s choice; there was never any
que stion that she would assume the
¦position once he stepped down. Zalot,
^unlike Whitmore, w i ll not coach a
j tenm, but she will continue to perform
Tier old duties on top of new ones.
« "Our goals are similar with the
;pverall goals of the College," Zalot
;said. "Students should have an oppor'tunity to grow, barn and become pro-

ductive members of society."
There are always some tensions
between athletics and academics, but
there are some things we can do to
bridge the gap between academic and
athletic walls," Zalot said.
There are no concrete programs or
committees to address the tension.
Zalot feels that communication
between the departments is key.
Coaches and professors should be willing to adjust schedules so student athletes will be able to fully participate in
both.
"They're all teachers," Zalot said.
"Athletics are educational; there are
ways to learn on the athletic field."
Zalot said professors and coaches
should work together to ensure students are able to take full advantage of
learning opportunities.
Zalot would like to address the
facilities and recruiting aspects of the
College's progra m to make Colby a
more competitive school in the New
England Small College Athletic
Conference.
"President William D, Adams is
very receptive to athletic needs. If s just
a matter of prioritizi ng," Zalot said.
Zalot graduated from Smith
College and received a masters' degree
at the University of Massachusetts
Amherst. She worked in the N.C.A.A.
enforcement department for th ree
years and was assistant athletic director at Harvard Universi ty for four
years before coming to Colby.

^Women's Volleyball
destined to dominate
toy ERICA AYO'ITR
SPORTS EDITOR
, ?. Colby women's volleyball Is confl,'dent (hey will not only repent Mt seafoil's success, but raise the level of piny
ns well.
;' During the 2001 season, Ihe Mules
« went 17-12, finishing sixth in the Now
England Small College Athletic
Conference. The tonm wns rnnked
ninth in New Englnnd, the highest
thoy hnvo ovor been rnnked, Fho highlight of the season wns when Colby
defent first-needed Untos,
Tlie Mules grndunted two key
senior/), but they hnvo n talented crop
of fl rst-yenr students thnt will ndd
height nnd strength lo thoir rosier, Tills
frosh blood combined wilh tho experi-

ence of the returning plnycrs should
help mnkc Colby women's volley bnll n
mnjor force in the NESCAC,
Hend Conch Cnndlce Parent hns
high expectations for her young team.
Parent, who wns the Mnine Stn te
Conch of the Yenr In 1997 nnd 2001,
wns impressed with her lenm's prc'
pnrednoBS in pro-senson,
"It Is evident thoy look thoir off-senson workouts very seriously," Pnrenl
snltl , This prcpnrotion will not only
booBt the Mules' confidence level, but
will rendy tho flrst-yenr students to
piny nt n collegiate level ,
"We will need thorn (tho flrst-yenr
Bludonlfl) to piny llko votornns to bo
truly . . competitive," Parent snld ,
Continued on Pngo 9

-

Field hockey Coach Brenda Beckwith hopes to
build upon last year's success with an even
stronger perf ormance this season. In Beckwith's
first year as head coach, the Mules went'8-7 and
appeared in the New England Small College
Athletic Conference tournament for the first
time.
Last year, nine experienced seniors formed
the core of the team, but the talented underclassmen were essential in key games. The team had
excellent stamina and was generally able to out
run their opponents; Season highlights include
beating Bates College and defeating Williams
College, the eventual NESCAC champions.
Graduation left holes in the Mules' lineup, but
with the addition of several freshmen and the
determined attitude of the returning players, the
2002 season should see the Mules return to the
NESCAC tournament.
Although the team lost several important
seniors, talented underclassmen, such as Wendy
Bonner '05, Michaelyn Bortolotti '05, Sarah
Goodrich '05 and Kristin Putnam '05 will help
make up for the loss of experience.
Captain Lyndsay Peters '03 will lead Bonner
and Bortolotti on the forward line. Injoo Han '04
adds speed to the midfield line and fellow midfielder Kelly Welch '04 keeps the team positioned
and positive with her enthusiastic attitude.
Captain Jennifer Brenneman '03 will head the
backfield along with Putnam and Lauren
Smith
¦' ' ' ¦ ' ¦ '
'05.
.
Beckwith depends upon Peters and
Brenneman to set an intense tone at every practice and every game.
"Coach B. pushes us really hard, and has high
expectations, but we want to meet them for her,"
Brenneman said.
"We are a close knit-team, with healthy,interteam competition. Everyone expects their teammates to push each other and work harder,"
Peters said.
These diligent athletes also have responsibilities outside of team practice. Weight-lifting,
endurance training and extra skills work are all

Colby f i e l dhockey hard at work during preseason.
part of their routine, but the players knpw that
this supp lementary work is vital, as it will
improve their personal level of play and raise the
standards for the entire team.
The Mules need to "become better thinkers on
the field , to be less predictable," Beckwith said.
Making adjustments on the goal and developing
plays according to the situation should increase
goal scoring.
She hopes achieving these goals will lead to
the Mules .being included within the top four
teams at the NESCAC tournament.
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. Beckwith is confident that Colby field hockey^
can achievfe these goals because of their "dedication, enthusiasm and heart for competition," she*,
said. The single most important factor to achieve
these aspirations is that the Mules "come to play
every day," Beckwith said.
In their first game against Husson College ori
Sept. 10th, Beckwith wants to see good passing,
and great defense, but more importantly, she
wants to continue to build upon the foundation
of teamwork and perseverance that began last
season.
X

Football looks to regain NESCAC title
By SUZANNE SKINNER

MANAGING EDITOR

The Colby football team wants
to "be the blue collar team of the
Coach
NESCAC," Assistant
Robert Quinn said. After last
year 's mediocre season (4-4), the
Mules are determined to come
back and prove that they are the
same team that won the New
England Small College Athletic
Conference tournament 2 years
ago.

&& We def initely
have the
talent and the will
p owerto regain the
M SCAC
tournam ent. Ji *W

'— Alex Burgess '03

They have the talent to win the
tournament again, however talent
is not enough. In order to win, the
Mules must work hard In every
prnctlce and come determined to
every game.
With 36 juniors and seniors
returning, th is year 's football
team is relatively old and they

have their work cut out for them.
"We need to do a better job of
p loying within the rules of the
gome," Head Conch Tom Austin
wrote In the 2002 Senson Outlook.
The Mules need to focu s on the
fundamentals in order to prevent
stupid errors, which cost them key
points during last year's season ,

111
^^
Women s crew
competes in
i^JN.CAA.
championship
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Colby football takes instruction f r o mcoach.
"They look pretty good, not
outstanding, but solid," said
Quinn, of fer witnessing the fi rst
few practices,
"We definitel y have the talent
nnd the will power to regain the
NESCAC tournament," Alex
Burgess 'QS snld.
Last year, Captain Mike Moran
'03 was named All-NESCAC first
team, A11-I.CAC Division HI second ton m nnd National Tri-

Dofonsc Player of the week by
Don Hansen 's Fo otball Gazette, for
his efforts in a gnme ngn inst

Williams,

Captain Mike DiSlefnno '03
wos nam ed All-NESCAC second
tenm, , Kevin Smnlley '03 wns also
nnmeel All-NESCAC second tenm,
According to Quinn , tho incoming fi rfi l-yenrs look vary capable of
making tho adjustment from high
school to college football,

Lacrosse's
Robert Quinn
makes hall of
fame
Page 9

"Every team in tho NESCAC
can be a potential competitor,"
Burgess said, "Every week we'll
have to come ready to play."
The Mules are excited about the
upcoming season, "Right now,
there is a feeling of more excitement an d more confidence thnt
I' ve seen in my four years ,"
Burgess said, "We will do it agnln
(bent Bates), Bowdoin , we'll shut
them out too. "

